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0 Abatraot 
'?hie theeie studies two things: the oharaoter1•-
t1oe and evolution of the Gothic novel; the essence ot 
Gothic that is s1gn1!1oant 1n Matthew Gregory Lewi a I s 
fhe Monk, Robert Charles Matur1n 1 a Melmoth the Wanderer, 
Wilkie Colllns 1 s The Moonstone, Joseph Sheridan LeFanu 1 a-
Uncle Silas, Henry James 1 s The Turn of the Screw, and 
Iris Murdooh 1 e The Unicorn. 
· , As a historical form the Gothio novel nour1ahed 
between 1764 and 1820; Walpole's The Castle of Otranto 
and Matur1n 1 s Melmoth the Wanderer a.re its limits of 
demarcation. In tracing the evolution of the form as 
one studies the d1st1not1ve oharacteristics to be found 
... 
in the obviously dissimilar works from Walpole to Murdoch, . 
he recognizes the serious features of Gothic vr1t1ng--
d1st1ngu1sh1ng between the trappings which gave the 
eighteenth-century form its name and the essentials Wh1oh 
· the early examples share with novels in entirely differ-
ent periods. In its earliest form Gothio is filled with 
crude claptr~p, but. increasingly it takes on ·a symbolic 
resonance as external suspense is . subord1na ted ~.o in-. 
volvement in moral ambiguityo This thesis attempts to 
offset the common V·iet1 that they have nothing in common ., 
-
' 
' but entertainment value. 
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In the novels of the 1764-1820 period. the emphaa11 ,, 
• 
from teI'ror to horror is I)robably the moat important 
taotor in the evolution of the genre. There was an ex- '*, 
pressed ahi:tt 1n tone and subject as one moTea trom the 
t1tillat1ons of Radcliffe to the revulsions of Lewis and 
Maturin. The dietinguishlng mark of the Gothicists in-
cludes more than Just its psychological impact. Collins 
and LeFanu aroused their readers to dread through the 
prolongation o! suspenseful situations. Jamee wrote a 
psychological masterpiece intended to arouse a maximum 
ot horror 1n the minds of his readers, revealing that he 
maneuvered the reader into a position or believing the 
/-· 
governess's story even though her account contains seri-
ous contradictions. Murdoch, and other writers of the 
twentieth century, believe that man carries in his un-
conscious mind not merely willfulness but a deep bestial-
1ty and dark irrationality. Characters, brought down.by 
e ' forces they cannot understand or control has become a 
commonplace of existential literature. To note thee-
r-
.mergenoe of this na~-Goth1o1sm is to emphasize that the 
.serious quality of the early ~othie novels set the orig-
inal in better literary perspective-=-proving that later 
greater Gothic writers. inherited a form and tradition 
\ 
which had undergone .a hal~ century· of·exploratory de-
Yelopment. · ·. 
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Ohapter I 
Introduction 
• 
!he Inglish Romantic movement, which found 1te su-
preme expression in poetry, was reflected in a somewhat 
cruder and more primitive manner 1n the novel, where 1t 
helped to inaugurate a new literary genre--the Gothic 
thriller. The inclusion in contemporary literature of 
rape, as 1n Faulkner's Sanctuary; murders and suicides 
1n weird settings of isolated seascapes as in Murdoch's 
The Unicorn; abandoned houses, as in Jackson's The Haunt-
ing of Hill House; or swamps with aberrant characters as 
the perverted and obsessed can be cited as the penchant 
ot today's novelists for sensationalism and terror. What 
1s now considered a new American genre, the grotesque--
merging tragedy and comedy to seek in seemingly perverse 
ways the subl1ae1--had its origins in the antique arch!-
'1 
tectural background trom Walpole's ·The Castle of Otranto, 
its spirit of wild impiety from Beckford's Vathek, and its 
dungeons and darkly sweeping mountain landscapes from Rad-
cliffe's The Mystari~s Qf Udolpho • 
Edward Wagenknecht 1n his book The Cavalcade ot the 
· Inglish Novel remarks that the word goth1c was originally· 
·. synonymous with the barbarous Gothic raceso Walpole used 
I 
1t to connote medieval but by the end of the eighteenth 
•• 
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oentury the word came 1to indicate grote1que, gha1tl7, · 
1 .2 •lo ent and superhuman. In hie exemplary book, Love 
and Doatr1 In tl1e An1erican Novel., Leslie Fielder recog-
nized that the term gothio passed from a reference of 
•contempt to o~e of description and then praise wJ as 
one read the works or Brown, Poe, and Hawthorne reepeo-
.. 
.. 
t1 vely. Only within the last ten years haa Gothic real- · 
ly become a wviable literary term. N 4 
In this thesis, I hope to demonst2ate that the 
Gothic novel is more than a collection of ghost-story 
devices. Attempting to trace the evolution of the Goth-
ic novel from 1764 to the present, my treatment is se-
lective rather than exhaustive since the nature or this 
thesis defies analysis of the Goth1c 1 s entire canon. I 
wish to do two things: to analyze the characteristics 
and development of the Gothic novel; to define the es-
sence of Gothic that is s1gn1f1oant 1n Matthew Lewis' 
• 
The Monk, Charles Matur1n 1 s Melmoth the Wanderer, Wilkie · 
Coll1ns 1 s The Moonstone, Joseph Sheridan LeFanu 1 s Uncle 
Silas, Henry Jamesas The Turn of the Screw, and Iris Mur-
doch's The Unicorn. 
The extraordinary changes that .. took· pl·ace in the 
r 
. last quarter of the eighteenth century are hard to de-
fine. At the heart of the matter there was a profound 
' I , -
, . . 
• 
*· 
., 
( 
.. 
reaot1on a.ga1.nat the lon.g 4om1na t1on ot reaaon and au-
thority. For over a hundred years since the philosopher 
Hobbes, 1mag1nt1tion and fancy h:1.d been re~;arde 1j 11lt11 die-
trust by the reason and reality vae strictly limited to 
What oould be experienced by the senses. Gradually the 
rigidly intellectual approach to life gave way to a wider 
outlook which admitted the claims of passion and emotion, 
accepting the sense or mystery in li!e. In literature, 
or1t1o1sm and satire were replaced by a more creative 
spirit and wit and humor by pathos. Romantic readers 
preferred Rousseau's idea of natural goodness to Lord 
Chestert1eld 1 s chilling skepticism. The human mind, lend-
ing charm to objects by contraries, brought about a re-
action longing for 1mag1nat1on, mystery, and gloom. Wal-
pole's Castle of Otranto gratified the love of mystery 
by its castle and its element of terror. It is possible 
to· perceive in this vague oharaoterless t1ot1on two sig-
nificant facts: first, the establishment of the Gothic 
·castle with its attendant monastery and subterranean pas-
sages; and second the close association of the element ot 
terror with Gothic arohitecture.5 . 
Extremely significant at this period w~s the unteign-
. ed delight in "ruins. The convention of ruins played a great 
' part 1n creating a special atm9sphere of awe and horror, 
stim~ating the emotion of tear that was constantly· e-
• 
j ' 
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.; Toked by the Graveyard poeta and the Terror noTelieta. 
Ruins, espec1a~11.y 1c1hen seen in half-lights, aroused. a 
teel1ng of melancholy, a sense of the impermanence of 
human life. After so many decades devoted to enjoyment 
ot the social coffee-house and the agreeable fatigue ot 
conversation, men began deliberately to seek different 
aensa t1ons. They wanted to be alone, to give 1;1ay to 
pleasurably melancholic musings as they wandered along 
some lonely strand or gazed out over a solitary moor. 
But melancholy soon gave way to the stronge'r emotion 
ot tear. Fear acted as the powerful solvent of all that 
was rational in the eighteenth century, for tear reduced 
man to a condition of primitive helplessness and forced 
on him a complete revaluation of his universe. The stim-
ulation of fear and the probing of the mysterious provided 
the raison d 1 ~ntre of the Goth1o novelists, who took an 
important part 1n liberating the emotional energies that 
had been so long restrained by common sense and good form. 
Edmund Burke's influential essay "On the Sublime" 
(1'757) emphasized the dom1nant~.role of terror and pathos, 
in producing an energetic emotional involvement: the 
stimulus to the ~eader•s sympathetic imagination would 
impel him to identify.himself with literary characters. 
,t; 
. 
.... Incr·easingly seen as the supreme efteet of all art, this 
0 
0 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
aoul-atretoh1ng aot1T1 ty, vh,1oh vaa 1uppo1edly proapte4 
by t}1e ter'I'Or, grt1r1det1r, or JJathos of t!1e art1st1c sit-
. Wltlon, vaa thought to be he1e;r1tt111ed. t)~f t11e ob1Jc11r1ty of 
the obJeot toward which the reader I a 1ruag1nE1 ti ve sympa-
thies reached. From th1a concept der1Ted the romant1o 
exploitation of at1ggestion, mystery, auepenee, and super .. 
naturalism-aesthetic devices designed to elicit a more 
ezqu1s1te emotional commitment to fiction and to stimulate 
imaginative insight by exposing the 1mpl1c1t meanings 
which lie within the formal qualities of objeots. Indeed, 
it ca.me to be thought by romantic theorists that ultimate 
trQth existed latent in the world in the unapparent re-
lations and qualities o~ things and events, that the in-
'·'' 
• 
.• tuition was best capable of penetrating to these truths, ,, 
and that the figurative, evocative use of language was 
the ·only proper means of oommunioating imaginative know-
ledge. It is in this context ot these aesthetic ideas 
that the supernatural terrors ot the Gothic novel was 
developed. 
Although the discovery of terror as a source ot plea-
~ 
. aurable. emotion was not completed until the end of the 
i 
eighteenth century, Walpole's primary objective of Otranto 
· was to write a medieval tale cantering on interest in 
characters and hiator)' by blending two kinds of romance, 
•. 
' 
.. 
• 
.. 
·,. 
·ri· 
the ancient and the aOdern, 10 that the beat of eaeh 
might be retained in fiction at once new and exclt1ng. 
Walpole bel 1ovea tr1a t the scope of na tu1'ali sm 1n f lo-
tion had been exhausted by Richardson and if the noYel 
wae to survive, it must be revitalized from other sources; 
however, his element of fear enters only as a by-product 
because of the correlation of Gothic with gloom. 
The Castle of Otranto is a deftly constructed pieoe 
ot fiction that preserves all the dramatic unities, move 
straight towards the climax, and emphasizes the struo-
tural technique to excite the reader's curiosity. Wal-
pole's bas1o plot centers on the restoration of usurped 
rights of an unknown and duped heir by means or super-
natural elements intruding on behalf of moral justice. 
The supernatural element, which is probably its greatest 
innovation, influenced later Gothic writers ot horror. 
While it is true the elements of Otranto do strain human 
credulity with the enchanted sword, gigantic helment, 
and.a portrait walking from out of its frame, he gave to 
Gothic literature the stock f1g1:1res of the usurping ty- . 
rant, the persecuted ~ h,eroine, the monk, the disguised : ~ 
-.. ···1 hero, and the ghost-frig·hterted domestics. In the develop-
ment of his character Manfred, Walpole created a fairly 
. ~ncomplicated protagonist. 
. .', ' 
The starting point of the·tale was a dream in wnich 
i), 
,, 
_- . '; ·~ 
'" 
'· 
'"'· 
'i!iJ 
the hall ata1raaae ot h1• paeu4o.:.Ooth1o 8tralfberry H111 
wae blended 1nto memor1ea of an a.no1ent college at Cam-
bridge and st1ddenly a ~1gar1tlc ht1nd in e.rrno11r appeE1red 
on the banister. This apIJar1t1on provicieci hlm w:lt11 hie 
oentral theme. Manfred, Prince of Otranto, is the grand--
eon of the usurper of the realm, who in his day had poi~ 
aoned the rightful lord, the good Alfonso. A prophecy 
existed which declared that the line of the usurper should 
oon tinue to reign until the rightful owner had grown too 
large to inhabit the eastle and as long as the male 1aau1 
or the usurper remained. 
In spite of spectres, noises, aeoret passages, and 
the paraphernalia of terror, Otranto is totally devoid 
ot atmosphere; and the effect is amusing rather than 
tr1ghtening. No attempt is made to suit the language to 
the supposed period of composition. Undoubtedly thoush, 
Walpole was right in recognizing a public spirit for more 
imagination and emotional freedom in creative literature. 
In his exertion of writing'a tale of chivalry with charac-
ters true to lite, he has certainly failed; but the spirit 
actuating the attempt deserves credit. Varma cites Wal-
pole as the novelist who·gave to the Gothic novel its form, 
·· ... , . coherence» and langua;Je 6 -as well as three <1;1 $Sent ial in-
. 
gradients: ·. 1 the Gothic machinery, the atmosphere ot gloom 
... 
I 
" 
.. 
' 
' ' . 
' ' ' 
,• 
-
\j.' 
Ud terror, anct atook :rount1c oha:raotere. 17 
It 1B to tl1e credit of Wrtlpole that hla story oon-
,a1ned t11e El V i ta 1 fl O Ll r Ce Of 
auggeet1on for at least three deoa.cles. The Gothic castle 
w1th its passages, gloom, and tel1ghitul horrora were to 
' become an object of popular appeal. 
When tl1e novel was e sta.bllshing 1 taelf in the m1d-
clle o! the eighteenth century, "'the cult of the picturesque 
8 had not yet dawned." Scenes, persona,. and obJeots were 
aketched in with the barest sufficient detail. Appearances 
were succintly summarized, and authors were rarely tempted 
to elaborate a description for the sheer love of describ-
ing. By the time Ann Radcliffe had her volumes published, 
she changed the art of storytelling. Her power to create 
atmosphere was masterly; she might indeed be said to have 
been the first to introduce soenery into the novel for its 
. 
own sake. 
The magical incantation ·ot Radol1ffe 1s prose, as she 
.. 
conjured up visions of cliffs, waving woods, sunsets, pic-
turesque ruins, and wild seascapes, enchanted readers. She 
can be said, in some ways, to have w14ened the range ot 
sensibility to nature in_ its more awe-inspiring moods. 
r There seams 1·1ttle doubt· that the popularity of Rad'cliffe · 
gave a sudden impetus to novels dealing with mysteries and.~ 
10 · 
' 
" - ~er.-..-: .,.,._ =-~ -··--c..::.:...._ 
---- - ~ ... 
f 
, 
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.. 
· tu 
,error, 111 th glo,omy tyran ta, and dark or1•••· Rallo 
ma1r1ta1nu tr1r1 t ti1e tyrt1nts or the early Gothic genre 
* were al:l m.aatera of a l1aur1ted CElatle represer1ted by 
1 the loaely, stalwart, eat11rnine and blaok-browed man ' 
ot beautiful countenance. ,9 
.. While it is true Walpole added dramatic technique 
to his Gothic novel, Radcliffe carried t!1llt method to 
a higher art1st1o control, making a much finer use of 
the element of suspense. The general nature or her 
novels, of her gloomy tyrants and of ner featureleaa 
heroines, has received considerable attention from the 
or1t1os. 
Radolitte•a artistic theory appeara to include a 
deeply psychological interest in terror and its etteo-
t1veness in creating suspense as a literary weapon. 
Kerval Mehrotra contributes some perceptive in-
sights on the writing ability of Radcliffe: 
'·' I 
. ,, 
Mrs. Radcliffe invested the Gothic 
castle with romance, the explained 
supernatural with mystery, and na-
ture with charmo It is to her credit to have grasped fully the importance· 
of suspense and to have shourn how to 
construct a novel on the dramatic basis which Walpole initiatedolO . ,·' 
• 
... 
- '· 
Unlike lfalpole she drop.s the feudal pas~:t tor greater 
emphasis :· on the pre sept. Her use of Gothic architecture 
1s raised to an unprecedented height of mystery and ro-
. - . . ~ . -
- . - -- -
- ... 
-- .-
• 
=I 
.  
• 
• 
·' 
' . 
. .. '. ~· 
,:,, ' 
. . .. ~ . 
. . .. 
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• 
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.. 
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.. 
• 
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•·· 
~· 
aanoe. Although abbeys, monaater1ea, 011atle1, and ruins 
ore a t e a me ci 1 e v a :1 ,r 1. t ;r1 o s n i1 o r· c: l) t1 t t c) t r1 11 'l r o r t r1 o 1 r t 1 • r I' c) r ~ ~ . 
poss1b111 tlee. She developed the principle of a 8 . . ' .. ,. i"" ,.'\ a· ,, J i-" •' r-... -,_...,. t ...... ~ ..... ':' ', . ../ 
t1ve obscurity to perfeot1on. 'When it comes to d.eveloP-
1ng suspense and terror a~~ainst marvelly picturesque baok-
11 grrunda, w Wagenknecht !Joslted, R9.dcllffe surpassed any 
other novelist writing at the aame time. 
The use she made of nature and the creation of the 
12 T1lla1n-hero are •her two gifts to literature.• She 
created tl1e hero who was to haunt 11 terature for a long 
i1me, handsome, gloomy, proud, with mysterious and terri-
ble passions darkly suggested by his piercing, black eyes •. 
Her influence oan be read in the works or Lewis, Matur1n, 
Byron, and Scott. This agent of terror, oppressed with 
agony, was bequeathed to the nineteenth century. 
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Ohapter II 
Y1olence and Sensat1onal1aa 
\ 
By the last deoade of the eighteenth century, read-
era might have discovered that all the phaeea of Walpole's 
table have evolved into separate recognizable and def1n1-
t1ve types. 13 His va,7,uely suggested happenings had been 
made to yield maximum results so that by the end of the 
1790 1 a, Gothic structures with their scenes of horror had 
· become an inseparable part ot fiction. In a single vol-
wne of another Gothiclst, Matthew Gregory Lewis, ca.me new 
and disturbing elements: outrageous violence and lust 
which eluded the entire oanon of Radcliffe. 
From the school of Walpole and Radolifte, one then 
graduates to the lurid violence and sensationalism 1n 
the writings of Matthew Gregory Lewis and Charles Robert 
Maturin. Swoons and sighs give way to eoreams, to de-
monic laughter, and to penetrating shrieks of emotion un-
felt or unknown by earlier Gothic authors. With the arriv-
al of Lewis and Maturin, the fascination for the bizarre 
and the monstrous depths of hriman nature becomes more than 
Jttst an exploitation of the sensational and the perverse • 
No longer is the reader faoed with mechanical plots and 
primitive characterization. To the Gothic tale were added 
elements of terror in tlie torm of demonic bein,gs and super-
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natural en t1 t las who usually acted w 1th maleTol enoe and 
merely exploited. haunteti. o.aatlea, with its tyrants, and 
demure maidens in dietreee. Lewie introduced endless 
blood and gore, the dead alive, human corruption and de-
generacy. Following the publlcr1 tion of Tl1e ~!onk, the 
reading audience vaa exposed to a new !1ot1onal world. 
Suspense and mystery and the mere thrill or fear are no 
longer enough-violent actions and gruesome details im-
pregnate the pages • 
The publication or The Monk in 1796 1made its au-
thor a showpiece at all the literary parties ot that 
14 
London season." For although the novel contains no 
indecent expressions and loudly advocates the cause ot 
Virtue, it was Vipe that really fascinated Lewis. 
His sub-plot is conventionally Racliffean, deal-
1ng with two lovers, Agnes and Raymond, who are isolated 
, ~ in the midst of complexities involving the bleeding ghost .. 
of a nun. Raymond, who has rescued. the Baroness of Lin-
' . . . 
, .. :" ·. 
denberg from bandits, is invited by the woman to spend 
some time as a guest at her castle. Here he meets and 
. falls in love with her niece Agnes, who has besn affi-
anced to the church and is about to enter upon her novi~ 
tiate. He persuades the girl to elope with him;it is 
• ••. : o\". 
·~· 
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arranged that th1e 1hould take plao1 during the night 
the Bleodtn"~ N1.1n walks tr1e caatle or Lindenberg. Ray-
mon (j , :J ri:r c) r t u r1 :1 t e 1 y , d l s c o v e rs t o (J 1 Fl t e : 1 e ht1 s e 1 op e d 
With the ~:host 1netead of Agnes. Their carriage runs 
. 
away with them; Raymond 1s thrown out and found unoon-
aoioue. The Bleeding Nun disappears but keepe return-
ing later to Rl-1ymc)nd, draining; him of life, for it ia 
evident she is a vampire. Lewis's •1ively and tebrlle 115 
Gothic imagination sur·paeeed that of Fr1edr1oh von Boh11-
ler and hie introduction of the Wandering Jew motif. II • 
is the Wanderer who exorcises the Bleeding Nun inane-
laborate rltuai. 16 Theodore, Raymond's faithful servant, 
oalla him 1 the Great Mogul (176), 1 who 1a purported: 
••• •to be a foreigner, but of what coun-
try nobody can tell •••• Some supposed him 
to be an Arabian astrologer, others to be 
a travelling mountebank, and many declared 
that he was Doctor Faustus, whom the devil 
had sent back to Germanyo Tha landlord, 
however, told me, that he had the best rea-
sons to believe him to be the Great Mogul 
incognito (180)o 0 
With a band of black velvet encircling his forehead, 
the Wanderer assures Raymond he oan drive away .the vam-
pire. 
• 
. ' \ 
Whan the vampire resists his incantations, 
He spoke in commanding tone, and draw the 
sable band from his foreheado In spite ot 
his.injunctions to the contrary~ curiosity 
woulg not suffer me to keep my eyes off his 
taceo I raised them, ·and beheld a burning 
cross impressed upon his brow (181). 
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1 fhe a1ght 1e too much for the Tamp1re Who 11 purged 
from tt1e roc)ID .. 
Lewis was the first to g 1 ve the most cc)rnJ)le te JJortra1 t 
of the Wandering Jew. Tvo features particularly emerge: 
the fa.rn11 iar piercing glance and the flaming cross im-
pressed or1 the :forer1ead. Ne1 the 1, elerr1ents are original 
with Lewis; the transfixing gaze is traceable to the 
philosophy of hypnotism of Friedrich Mesmer in 1775; 
and the contamination with the Legend of Cain is allud-
ed to in Pierre Bayle's D1ct1onna1re hiator~gue et 
or1t1que (1697), which stated that the Mark of Cain was 
in the form of a cross. Authors who were directly in-
fluenced by Lewis's legendary character were William 
Godwin in his £1. Leon (1799), and Charles Maturin, in 
his Gothic masterpiece, Melmoth the Wande~er (1820). As 
a matter of literary history, most of the romantic poets 
of England made some allusion to the legendary character, 
even George Crabbe included the ambulant Jew in The Parish 
~egiater (1807). William Wordsworth's play, The Border-
ere (1796-97), ·definitely owed its plot and protagonist to 
a collaboration of Goethe's Gotz yon Berl~chingen (177;) 
and Schiller 0s Die Ra.uber (1781), illustrating that his 
chief character is not as other meno 
Attention must also be given to Lewi·s' s inclusion of 
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the vampire motif 1n the oub-plot. -rhe wore! 1 Yamp1re 1 
d 1 d no t en t e r I t :1 o En.~" 11 rJ : 1 l ,]. ri,, ~ 11 tt p· e u r1 t 1 l l 7 ·_3 4 . • 1 7 A 
rrenoh theologian, Dom Auguotin Calmet wrotA and pub-
lished a study of l'&11p1ree 1n 1746. The best-known lit-
erary treatment of the vampire myth 1n Bram Stoker•• 
Gothic romance, Dracula (1897), came at the end of the 
nineteenth oentury, and eclinsed the farne of John Poli-
dori I s The Vampzre ( 1819) and Thomas Pre at' e Varne v the 
Vampire (1847). Modern paychologlets suggest that the 
attraction stemmed f''rom the sadistic eroticism that 
underlies every vampire story. Great writers of the 
·" eighteenth and nineteenth oentury, among them, Goethe, 
Gautier, Baudelaire, LeFanu and Stoker, were attracted 
to the vampire motif. Vamp.1r1sm is ostensibly presented 
as a supernatural phenomenon of evil, to be combated with 
the weapons of religion, such as the Cross and the Host, 
and those of superstition such as garlic. 
The possibilities of a psychoanalytical approach 
to the study of Ambrosio have been noted, but no attempt 
has been made to investigate in detail the sexual 1mpl1-, 
cations of the Agnes-Raymond-Bleeding Nun episode. It. ~ 
must be assumed that Lewis was unaware of the sexual con-
• 
tent in this episode. Lewis 8 s charaotera· .of Agnes and Ray-; 
mond are .. oatwardly· mod~els of chastity. Their male-female 
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relat1onah1p 11 ot pr1aary 1.Jlportano•: boWe•er, the HZ--
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are never revea1~c1, :::t1cr1 _lr1 ctJ d1ec:1nued. 
aed or rejected on a conacioue level appears in a covert 
and penorted form through the app.aratue or the Bleeding 
Nun, prov ld inF~ the mear1s for a symbolic pre sen ta t1on ot 
human sexual re lat ioncl1ipe. 
Ernest Jones, in the section entitled 1The Va~1re 1 
"'. 
in hie monograph On The Nightmare, states that the vam-
pire superstition 11 y1elda plain indica. t1one of most kinda 
I8 ot sexual perversions,• and it would seem that euoh per-
Yers1ons, concealed by symbolism, are the dynamic of the 
Agnea-Raymond-Beatr1oe episode. 
A close examination of the Bleeding Nun shows tha, 
lewla·• e character was permitted to assert her sexuality 
1n a much more explicit manner than Agnes: 
No sooner did her warm and voluptuous char-
acter begin to develop, than she abandoned 
.. herself freely to the impulse of her pas-
sions, and seized the first opportunity to procure their gratification (182)G 
The reader learns that she fled the convent to live •as 
· the avowed concubine (182) 1 ot the Baron Lindenberg; 6her 
feasts vied in luxury with Cleopatra's, and Lindenberg be-
came the theatre of the most unbridled debauchery (182). 1 
The incontinent prost1 tute was 11.uick to share heraelf·vWi th 
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the baron•• brother, who attracted her by h1• 'glgan-
t 1 c u t n. t u l" e , a r1 d r1 e r· (~ ti 1. r· rt r 1 11 m b fl ( 1 r· .. 2 ) . • Th 1 a g 1 v e a 
vent to the incest thez:-ie, a po1-;11ln.r nine teeth century 
aot1r. 
In the sub-plot, the Bleeding Nun le Beatr1oe l&I 
Cieternas, t}1e great aur1t of' Ra~rrnonc1 1 s F\randfatl1er, 
making her n1g11tly vlsi ts to Raymond ar1 ir1ceBtuoue 
tryst, Lev1a'a view of vamp1r1sm as a soecies of 
.... 
demonic poeseesion, obliterated after an exorcism, 
has strong sexual-guilt overtones on the part of Ray-
mond because of his unsanctioned, ill-attempted elope-
ment w1 th Agnes. A careful study of Raymond I a mind 
,· 
on the night of the rendesvoue points to his uncon-
scious guilt through the author' a describing him as· 
trembling, melancholy, agitated and impatient (166). 
Closer scrutiny of Raymond's thoughts reveal the motif 
ot appearance and reality: 1I fancied I perceived a 
temale figure with a lamp in her hand (166)." After the 
carriage accident, no one is able to find a trace of his 
woman companion (169). Under medication, Raymond is un-
able to sleep: 1The agitation of my bosom chased away 
sleep (169)." In the village of Ratisbon, he reacts de-
liriously when the clo.ok strikes one, the appointed hour 
of their elopement: "I shuddered witho~t knowing Where-
..... ~. 
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tore; oold d.ewa poured clown •1 forehead, and •1 ha1r atood 
brl,:tl lr.; with ttlarm ( 1 7C1). • Hia vlei tor 1a 1 the bleeding 
nu.n (170). • Th e. n 1) 1 CJ . , . < :-ii l:J q ,rrn·. 0 I1 a' I f1 l (' I l 't) t 1 r \ I ... 
.a ,; U :- , U tJ -,.. L j L ,, ,, .) l ·. 0 I.. l ~ J ,_ . · _ ... _ , ,. ~' _ r1. n t 1. ., ;., h r 1 t !~ (~ r 
it waa Agnea or the bleeding nun who 1 prf,uer1tc,c1 tr·:ni::e,eLvee 
by turns, • combines •to hara.as and tonaent ( 171) 11 his fancy. 
His amb1 va.ler1ce has the qual1 ty of a masturbatory fant&e7 
or erotic dream. Jones I s rernarks on the w.ideapread folk: .. 
lor1at1o belief supports this interpretation: 
The explanation of these pl1ar1tasies ia sure-
ly not hard. A nightly visit from a beauti-
ful or frightful being, who first exhausts 
the sleeper with passionate embraces and then 
Withdraws from him a vital fluid; all this 
can point only to a natural and common pro-
cess, namely to nocturnal emissions accompa-
nied w1th dreams of a more or less erotic na~ 
ture.19 
• 
The bleeding nun, as is true of vampires, spellbinds 
~ Raymond: 11 My eyes were fascinated, and I had not the pow-
" . 
' ; ._ . ' . . 
. . 
er of withdrawing them from the apectre•s (171). 11 Follow-
ing her frozen kisses and embraces, symbolizing necrophi-
lia, Raymond narrates: 
My body had been all suspended; those ot my 
mind had alone been walkingo The charm now 
ceased to operate; the blood which had been 
frozen in my veins rushed back to my heart 
with violence; I uttured a deep groan, and 
sunk lifeless upon my pillo1r1 (171·) o 
The blooq of the living~ which the vampire craves, al-
... c. 
so has strong sexual undertones; Jones equates the loss ot 
blood to a vampire with the emission of semen. 20 
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laoh auooea11Ye nightly Y1a1t or the ntlft 1••••• Ray .. 
• on d I a fJ l r 1 t 1 o a o H. n ci A m11 o 1 rt t '1 ct ( 1 / J ) . • When he d e o 1 a re 1 
t ha t the ca u a e or h 1 a cl l a t r o s u nJ 1.i rJ t tJ e lit c tl r t~ f u 11 :r c on -
oealed (17)) • 1n hie own bosom, for no one cot1lc1 give hill 
J 
relief, the reader later learns that Agnes del1Tered hla 
child. Cone equer1 tly, when he uttered the words, 1 Thtt 
ghost vaa not even visible to any eye but mine (l?J),• .. 
he is in utter despair from an unoonacioua and repressed 
guilt. Lewie eeemed to have openly endowed through hie 
ghost a sexual freedom that remained conecioualy Te1le4 
and secretive in the Agnes-Raymond rendezvous. 
The sado-masooh1st1c accounts or hl1man suffering and 
Yiolent deaths are the nominal subject-matter ot The Monk, 
which would cause little or no offence to contempory read-
ers; nonetheless it must be noted that Lewis's readers 
were apparently oblivious to the novel's covert treatment 
or perverted sext1ality in the creation of Agnes as the 
Bleeding Nun. 
Ambrosio, likewise, can be studied as a figure with· 
two separate entities. In the main plot, Lewis withholds 
the identity of Antonia as Ambrosio's raped sister (418) 
until his crimes are catalogued before his horrendous 
death. In incestuous feelings there is always a mixture 
. ~ 
ot love and hate causally related to desire and·· guilt • 
• 
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!he gu11 t and ha tree! produoe tear, alvaya u.noon1010111l7, 
or oour1 ae. Ambrosio's deelre for Antonia la utterly 1n ... 
aat1.able: 
•· 
Re longed for the poeaeeeion of her per-
eon; and even t}1e gloom of th.e vault, the 
surroundinr silence, and the resistance 
vhi ch l1e 8XJ)e ct·~d from }1e r, seerned to give 
a fresh ed~e to his fierce and unbridled 
desires (J6_5). 
Xeeping in character, Ambroe1o 1a hate aurtacea immediate-
17 after raping Antonia: 
The very excess or h1a tormer eagerneas to 
possess Antonia now contributed to inspire 
him with disgust; and a secret impulse ma.de 
him feel 110w base a11ti unmanly was the crime 
which he had Just committedo O .She, "v-lhO 80 
lately had been the object of his adoration, 
now raised no other sentiment in hie heari 
than aversion and rage (J68). 
• The ambivalence of Ambrosio's responses combining· 
l>oth love and hate 1a especially revelatory. The feelings 
... 
ot John Fowles•s grotesque Clegg in The Collector (1963) 1a 
analogous to this ambivalence following the death ot Miran-
da. Ambros1o 1 a innate virtues and force of character were 
perverted by the monks who tutored him. Thwarting his be-
nevelenoe and compassion for pride and disdain, Lewis plant-
ed early the seeds of.his eventual destruction: 
. ,,·· . ··~·- '·: · .. ~ 
When he remembered the enthusiasm which his 
discourse had excited~ his heart swelled with 
rapture, and his imagination presented him 
with splendid visions of aggrand1zemento .· He looked round him with exultation; and pride 
told him loudly, that he was superior to the 
rest ot his fellmw-creature·s (64). 
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· 1'hl1 aa1ntly 1uper1or ot the Capuohln1 11 qa1ok.ly teapte4 
by El. yo·1ng nov1ce; an em1eeary from the deT11 1ent to en-
a n tl I' e t : 1 e rn on k El r1 ci d e B t r o y h 1 rn p h y fl t ca 11 ~r' a n d e p 1 r 1 t tl e.11 y. 
Am bro a 1 o , a Ill8. n of fun d a.me r1 ta 11 :,r s t r· o r1 ,,,... p 11 a r3 i o n s , w }1 on a 
lnet has been made boundless b:,r restraint, becomes de-
J praved by the desire Matilda arouaea. He then commits 
the foulest cieeds under her f~Llidance: 
Ambrosio itllB J..n the full vigour of manhood; he saw before him a vounQ and beautiful wo-1,J • ... __ J 
man, the preserver of his life, the adorer or his person; and v1l1om affection for him had reduceJ to the brink of the grave6~-~h1s kisses vied with Matilda 1 a in warmth and pas-
sion: he clasped her rapturously in his arms; he forgot his vows, his sanctity, and his tame; he remembered nothing but the pleasure 
and the opportunity (109). 
Lewis's depraved but attractive Abbot shares honors 
¥1th Radcliffe's Sohedoni of The Italian (1797), as the 
• 
definitive romantic hero-villain. In ambrosio, Lewis de- ~ 
veloped.an archetypal character of enormous appeal to the 
romantic mind, particularly as he was defined by his per-
secution of an 1nnooent virgin. The villain and maiden 
... -
• 
• 
• .• may be said to represent two facets of the human spirit's 
sense of its imprisonment and perversion by an old tyran-
nical order: bound from without by absolutist institu-
tions, tort 1 ured ,within by the attitudes these establish-
ments engendered. 
What distinguishes,Lew1s 1s novel from Walpole 1 s and 
. 23. 
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Radol 1tfe 1 1 11 1 ta lur1dneaa and 1ena.a t1onal 1am. The 
( __ -_-_) f' R.0 (~ r, ·1 4i r 4(" ~ n r1ci t .. j,-) n rn H (1 1 (1 "ff Cl 1 
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ot Walpole are m1n1~tl. , • -r ~ ~ ' d ,-, • 1 i,r ,_; t- h ~ I n , I l l r : l - 1 n n . m u . . , ~ L, , "' ... c ... . . ·-- l .,. ... __ ·~, -·- t --~- ,_ .- . ,. , a n 
the supernatural allude to a vague medieval back~round; 
but it ie nothing more than an 1llue1on. The author 11 
trying for more than a shower or rear at the mysterious 
and the L1I1kno,,r11; he tries, moreover, to elect:rlt'y his ef-
tecta by visible concrete objects and gruesome details. 
Committed to the sat1staot1on of his lust, he pursues the 
innocent Antonia to rape her amid the putrescent oorpaea 
1n the vaults: 
1 ' - ' ' .... 
. i-:_,, }. ... I N l/ -~' 
The grate was slightly fastened on the out~ 
side; he raised it, and, placing the lamp 
upon 1 ts ridge, bent silently over the tomb. 
By the side of three putrid half-corrupted 
bodies lay tl1e sleeping beautye O O G While he 
gazed upon their rotting bones and disgust-
ing figures, who perhaps were once as sweet 
and lovelyo Ambrosio thought upon Elvira, 
by him reduced to the same atateo As the 
memory of that horrid act glanced upon his 
mind, it was clouded with a gloomy horror; 
yet it served but to strengthen his resolu-
tion to destroy Antonia's honour (J6J-J64). 
t 
By the time the author has exploited the Abbot's sad-
.ism, the major symbols of the Gothic have been exposed. 
There is a basic ambivalence, pro,.Jecting on the one <band 
a fear of isolation--which is the mark of freedom--and on 
the other hand the prejudicial attacks on all establish-
ments which might obstruct that freedom. Fiedler analyzed 
24 
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,be 1p1r1t ot Jh!. Mont '•• r,epreaent1ng the uprooted , 
•cul or the artist, the ep1r1t or the man who haa 101, 
h H21 1B hODf~. 
In tl1ia setting, the Gothic novelist recounts, halt--
aympa the tically, the hero-villain I a enalavemen t to cr1m:e. 
The symbolic opposition between oppressor and oppressed 
1s complicated by the moral ambiguities of the protagonist. 
Whether a depraved monk or a vicioL1s abbess, the }1ero-vil-
lain of Gothic fiction ls a two-sided personage; a figure 
ot great power and personal magnetism tragically eta1.ned 
by criminality. As in the Jacobean revenge-tragedy, the 
damnable, but admirable, hero-villain is a character whose 
evil is the result of the clash between his passionate na-
ture and powerful individual will. His individuality per-
manently threatened, he thirsts to realize his tyranny at 
the same time that he is guiltily aware of his evil. In 
dramatizing the conflicting elements of the hero-v1llain 1s 
nature, Lewis molds him into.an implement for atta~k1ng 
those ancient restraints which bind the individual strug-
., 
gling to make himself in his own pattern. Lovecraft cites 
that amid the horror of incest, noisome suffocating smells 
arid terror of dabbling in the occult, Lewis turned toter-
ror 1n forms more violent than the Radcliffaan tradition, 
creating 41a masterpiece of active nightmareo 1122 With 
his appalling descriptions and wretched abbot, Lewis at-
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k1nec1 a horror 1D 11 terature ot a new 11111gn117. 
Before the genre emanated 1ta ap1r1t to other 
f 1 c t 1 o r1r1 j f CJ r rn g 1 r1 t r1 (! r11. n e t e en t r1 c en tu r y , t he G o t h1 o 
Dav el re a o 11 e d 1 t a h 1 g r1 e s t a. t ta in n1 c r r:, 1 11 C 11& r~ 1 e s Robert 
Matt.µ-1n 1 a Melmoth the Wanderer (1820). 
When Melmoth appeared, it failed to attract more 
paeain.~ attentlor1 becat1se by then 81-r Walter Scott had 
written hie h1ator1cal Tolumes, whic}1 ncJt only changed 
• the taste for :t1ot1on but also channeled fiction into 
leas sensational avenues • 
• 
•. 
•• 
. . . 
The question of Charles Matur1n 1 s place 1n the evo-
lt1t1on of the English novel and the question of Melmoth 
.. lb!. Wanderer as an artistic and 11 terary oomposi t1on are 
oomplex ones in Maturin or1t1o1sm. The answers to those 
questions are as varied as the critics and scholars who 
Toice them. Walter Raleigh, who gave him "the title of 
the headship ot the School of Terror,"2) praised his sub-
tle, analytic knowledge ot the hwnan mind and power of sug-
gestion. Dorothy Scarborough remarked that 1No Gothic 
writer shows more power of harmonizing the tempests of the (! 
soul with outer storms" 24 than Maturin. Supporting the 
point that he deserves a fate more worthy in literary his-
tory, Muriel Hammond, like Oliver Elton 9 expounded that 
he 11remains the finest of the Gothic novelists and Mel-
u 
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•• 
10th the grea teat or the tales of terror. •2S fer'f&l 
o:xr)onent of the 
ao-ul. •26 As a novel, Robert Hu.me writes: 
Melmoth the Wanderer la the last and clear-
~ 
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.Asserting that the 11terar:f use of the :paradox gives 
Gothic fiction its greatest ph1loeophical value, Leven 
Dawson examines 1n depth haw Melmoth effects a union of 
opposing emotions or sentiments tlrrough the paradoxical. H28 
On the other hand, Veronica M. 8. Kenned:yr posits that the 
elements used 1n the work are 1Myth1ca1 and symbolic."29 
Lord Ernle aver~d that Maturin "possessed a knowledge ot 
human nature which belonged to no other writer of his 
achool."JO Although Melmoth is now rarely known to the 
general reader, Willem Scholten finds, "the work, and 
·especially 1 ts hero" as Maturin 1 s ·~best claim to a last-
ing place in English literature. 11 31 Before the genre died 
out, William Axton writes that the Gothic novel "reached 
its apogee 11 32 in Melmoth. 
. . Studying Melmoth 8 §. structure, George Anderson states 
it 11s not inv1ting 18 since the technique of the involuted 
narratives become 11 unw1elifiy and confusing. 1132 The writer 
.. , 
1n Chamber•! Cyclo~ed1a f!.l bgll•h L1teratur-o al10 ,.. .. 
p o r t u r1 o ~,.· rl t i i; e l .Y ,~~.rt t :1 I"'! 1 r1 m t1£1 cl n o t t h fl f) owe r~ o r p or t r·a 1-
he 1a mystified that Melmoth 1 ohould have faeoinated 
Balzac and B .. oseett1 11 and tt1at "in 1892 it should haTe 
be e r1 de e rn e d 1i!f or t 11 :t o f r e JJ u b 11 cE1 t 1 o r1 w 1 t t] a memo 1 r , a 
bibliography, and a 11 Note on Maturin. 1 .34 Belonging to 
the group of critics who vastly exaggerate the difficul-
ties of Melmoth's framework, Howard Lovecraft sees the 
-----
technique as •very clumsy, involving tedious length, di-
gressive episodes, narratives within narratives;• yet 
he readily commends the writer for evolving 11 the vivid 
horror masterp1eoe ••• 1n which the Gothic tale climbed to 
attitudes of sheer spiritual fright which it had never 
known before. "JS 
Refuting other oritica, Edith Birkhead rightfully 
argues that Melmoth uahows a distinct advanoe ••• in oon-
.. · atruotive power. Each separate story is perfectly olear 
and easy to follow in spite of the elaborate 1nterlac-
1ng.•36 In Melmoth 1Gothic1sm justified itself in a 
l~ . . 
masterpieoe,•37 Wagenknecht concurs. Finally, N11lo 
Idman cannot but pronounce his agreement that each tale, 
at the initial reading, "presented itself quite naturally 
as a sapara te unit o c,38 
Melmoth the Wanderer skillfully blends·together the 
28 
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legends or Pauat, Neph11tophele1, and the Walld.ering Jew, 
de v e 1 c, r 1 1 ::1;.:~ :, r·1 e Is t c) r ·,r o r }1. ow ~J o }1 n :1 o 1 rn o th 1 n the s e v en teen th 4 . ' ~ 
o en t u r y r; o 1 1 l } 1 1. r; :J {J tl l to t }1 o IJe v t 1 f o r a p :re t e r r1a. t u :r a 11 y 
exten.ded life. 
A striking reature or the book ls the technique ·~ 
employed. to c!or1n(~c t t}1e f 1 ve, or if we include the frame-
st Ory the C 1 X 11,:,,. .... t-L p ,·1 t- ") ·1 t::i C . I . u .. .... .___.. .... ) ~ ._ ..... IL_..... j ( ~ ·--""'·· , . ........, ....._j • 
oerta1nly a more complicated literary device, Maturin has 
generally been censured. 
The novel begins with a fine realistic description 
ot a contemporary Iris}1 scene which throws into sharp 
relief the supernaturalism of the episodes. In a decayed 
country house, framed by sinister dwarfish trees, an old 
miser lies dying surrounded by feckless domestics and 
superstitious crones. By his bedside is his young heir 
and nephew, John Melmoth, to whom he bequeaths a legacy of 
horror by confiding that the ancestor whose menacing por-
trait is hidden in a closet and dated 1646 is still living: 
' 
' 
. . 
" ' .-
. .. . ·.. .. 
John's eyes were in a moment, and as if 
by magic, rivetted on a portrait that hung 
on the wall, and appeared, even to his 
untaught eye, far superior to the tribe 
of family pictures that are left to moulder 
on the walls of a family mansiono It repre-
sented a man of middle ageo There was 
nothing remarkable in the costume, or in 
the countenance~ but the eieSo John felt 
were such as one feels they wish they had 
ne_ver seen,.. and feels they could never for-get (13).37 
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L 
traced the history or the porti-ait aot1r 
th,rough Gothic literature from Walpole to Wilde, As 
1 n ·-1i 1 J c 1 , · 1 :~ !}<:> r i ~1r1 e,; r i:1 y , the pier t r a 1 t o r o 1 d. Me l mo th 1 • 
g 1. \, (·) ,... n' ·_.·,., i- f:., "-"' I c···, 1_1 ~-· ........ l ~ l l i ¥ ,._ . .\ l,· ~, __ . ., _.i- ~ ) ,_ ..t.. II<, ~ 
.. 
r1ir G()C j {l. + 1 onic:1 .f.. .. __ ) .. l .J- .,. -:~_ 1...,,, .-A,- ..... ... ,J • ThE~ young 
nephew thinks he sees "the eye5 on the :portrait, on which 
his own was r ixed, move ( 14) • • 
Obeying hia uncle's will to burn the poi-trait, the 
young heir finds hi11ts that it may have a life of its 
own: 
He seized it;-his hand shook at first, 
but tr1e mouldring canvas appeared to 
assist him in the effort~ He tore it 
from the frame witl1 a cry half terrific, half triumphant;-it fell at his feet, 
and he sl1uddered as it fell .. ., • as the 
wri11J{led a11d torn canvas fell to the 
floor, its undulations gave the portrait 
the appearance of smiling o ~1e lmoth felt horror indescribable at this transient 
. and imaginary resuscitation of the 
figure ( 4 5 ) • 
In Maturin 1s attribution of a sort of life to the 
• 
portrait, which to dest~oy is in some way fearful to the 
living, later Gothicists put the portrait to more signif-
icant use. Most studies of Dorian Gray recognize the 
psychological allegorizing of the "double" self • 
Edward Eigner proves this to be a basic technique of the· 40 
novelistic romance. In the ~tneteenth century, Ellmann 
writes that authors began to treat the self as "binary 
or doubledecked0 and consequently te.nded to "anthropo-
41 
morphize each part. •• 
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In llelmtth, ror exuple, Nonoada rtnda hillaelt 
1 ' ·1 "·' ~-..... ' . ~,. • ., , ,, I t l • · De 5 C,. lie. ... , ... J. r 
" ~· tr1v·<Jlvc~d with a parricide, who aots &s a 
cat al y s t t o r1 .t : ) o h· 11 u n r ea 1 t :: t· ri dr1:rJ{er ootentia.11 ties: 
•1 dreaded him as a demon, yet I invoked his aB a 
god. (152).• 
What stands out about Melmoth, as the reader dis-
cerns, wh1cr1 \ias eve11 trT11e of Ambrosio, were their selr-
absorbed, narcissistic egomania. 'I'hey seek to possess 
the souls of innocent victims and the bodies of women; 
but the exact object of their ambitions was never so 
important as the exercise of the will itself. 
In the opening passages, Maturin makes his nearest 
approach to realism, though horror is never far away. 
He describes the poverty and squalor of the neglected 
~ house, the grotesque gathering of the local peasantry-, 
gloating at the prospect of an Irish wake; the old miser, 
wsrrying lest the servants rob him, craves for someone 
to pray for him. 
Before one reads about the "Tale of Stanton," no 
better exposition could have been created for the coming 
terrors than the lonely, dilapidated house, where "the 
locks were so bad, and the keys so rusty, that it was 
always like the cry .Qf. ,the ,Q.eag in the house when the · 
keys were turned (17)." 
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w·btle young Joh.JI le wa1t1ng 1n the gathering twi-
light, we read: 
.... 
• 
0 
It was an eTen1ng apt ror med1tat1on •••• 
The weather was cold and ~loomy; heavy 
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verdt1e of t}1e cht1rchyar'ci, t}1e /T,arden 
of deatho He turned for relief to the 
room 1)ut no relief ~,as t}1ere-tl1e \'fain-
s cot t i Ilf:S da r) 1{ i!; it h d. i r ·t • o o - t }1 e r us t y 
grate, so long unconcsciaus of a fire, 
that nothing but a sullen smoke could 
be coaxed to is sue from be tiaree11 its 
dying bars,--the crazy chairs, their 
torn bottoms of rush dr.,ooping inv;ards 
••• -the chimney-piece, which tarnished 
more by time than by smol{e, displayed 
for its garni ture 11air a pair of snuf-
fers, a tattered almanac of 1750, a 
tilne-keeper dumb for wa11t of repair, 
and a rusty fowling-piece with a 
lock (19) • 
" 
These scenes, enacted in the dreary, half-decayed 
,ll, ',iii:)., 
,ii' 
.. 
i· .' 
·country house, is one of the eminent realist paragraphs ~. 
in the novel. 
The narrative that follows in the frame-story, 
though lengthy, serves as a sort of introduction to all 
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that rollow1, arrord1ng the rti-st imperfect glimpses or 
re a 1 i ;1 m 1 a m 1 ng 1 e d t r1 e s tl J:>e r,. r1 ri t 11 r· a 1 f e ar f e 1 t r or the 
traveller. It does not disrupt the general style of the 
narrative; it only serves to heighten the gloominess of 
the a trnos}1~1r1t~r»e a11d E1r1 ouse t}·1e reacler·' s Clll'ios 1 ty. This 
curiosity is admirably kept alive. Even when John asks 
old Biddy Brannigan to tell him all she knows about his · 
ancestor, it is narrated that she leaves him excited with 
a story wild, improbable, actually incredible (19-20). 
The hackneyed device of the mouldering manuscript 
acquires new suggestive power. When he makes John sit 
down to read the blotted paper, his mind duly prepared 
by the old woman's account or his ancestor and by the 
apparition he has seen himself: 
·, 
He sunk for a few minutes into a fit 
of gloomy abstraction, till the sound 
of the clock striking twelve made him 
start-==it was the only sound he had 
heard for some hours, and the sounds 
producted by inanimate things, while 
all living beings around are as dead, 
have at such an hour an effect inde-
soribably awful (21). 
' . 
.,,. . 
. ··. 
The chief aim of the story contained in the manu-
script, the "Tale of Stanton·," is to make the reader 
acquainted with the satanic, supernatural attributes of 
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tbe Wanderer. 
The ta.le •t St.antea 11 tnioa.117 a produot1en •t 
the schoo1 of The manuscript studied by the heir 
J: /, •I a r f O rd' f"'. q 1· f 4• }1 ,--, ·11 ' • U C ] 
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bride and insane bridegr,oom, religious intolerar1ce, and 
the like. These passages are rather rhapsodical-as ot 
course they are rnea .. nt to be. The rnacl}1ouse where Stan ton 
is imprisoned, Id.man writes, "'is clef:;cr·i.l)ed. rnore 110:rribly 
than any prisons of the Inquis 1 tion in a.n.y romance of 
42 
terror." 
The most powerful part of Stanton's tale is the 
description of the ma.dhouse. In this instance again 
Maturin contrives to prepare the reader's mind for his 
strongest effects. Stanton has been enticed into a mad .. 
house; unconcscious of its real nature, he browses throgh 
the diary of a madman. The atrocities he reads are soon 
surpassed by the maniacal ravings of the inmates near 
his own cell; finally, these having done their work on 
Stanton's emotions, Melmoth appears and tries to reduce 
his victim to a state favorable for the release from his 
own devil pact: 
Stanton, do you_ imagine your reason 
can possibly hold out amid such scenes? 
Supposing your reason was unimpaired, 
your health not destroyed, suppose all 
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your t o r· t l2 re O ~{ o 11 \'I 1 11 ·r'; at c } 1 f or 
the s o u r1 cl s , t o mo c Jr t t·1 e rn 1,·r l t 1·1 t }1 e 
grl• I'1a· ,...er 0 lld· br:: 11 o~·.rl' -r1~rc· of· 0 fi· end I k· e, u (:.1.. ""'" ~ , ..::: - -- - ,~, ~ l~:.1 .. ) .._ (~ ..... , • 
The rnir1c1 }"1as a pov;er· of ::i.ccornmodating 
itself to its situatior1, t}1at :rou will 
exper1 ·i er1ce viit}1 its most fri,g}1tft1l and 
deplorable efficacy. Then comes the 
terrible doubt of 011e 1 s O\•m sanity, the 
dreadful a1mouncer that that doubt will 
soon become fear, and that fear cer-
tainty. Perhaps (still more dreadful) 
the fear i!Jill at least become a hope 
- •.• you iiill 1r!1ish to become one of 
them, to escape the agony of consciou1-..i--
ness (42-43). 
Although somewhat mannered for contemporary taste, 
there are few more visual or terrifying descriptions of 
approaching insanity than this, with its manifestation 
of the hidden fears of the mind. However Maturin gained 
his insight, "it may be said of him that if he were the 
last of the Gothics43he was also the first of the psycho-
logical novelists~" Fear of insanity is the keynote 40f 
Stanton°s narrative and it grips the readerus imagina= 
tion by its concentrated force and suggestion, by the 
selection of harrowing detail and by the grim realism 
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with whioh tren.zy 1e presented. 
Stanton remains proof against the attacks or 
the W1-1nci(~rer, rejecting his orrer. E'fentually re-
lea C' .. -. ·1 . - ,;, t_, I._. 1 
S-t 0 n to T1 'T'\as- 0 en 11 i'"' I -1 t" ,n ~ ~ 0 t..-_) l .. J ,.UL. .,<t,._ 1 \.: 
before and in the same ineffectual efforts to see r11s 
termentor again. Here, indeed, may be an influence frea 
Mary Sl1el1e~l' s Pra.nlcen.ste in ( 1818), whose protagonist, 
in never-allayed anxiety, purst1es the rnonster which he 
has created from one end of the world to the other, in 
order to prevent him from doing more evil. 
The tone of the "Tale of the Spaniard,• which ia 
Jr~arily a denunciation of conventional life, is en-
tirely different from that of the first episode. Fear 
was the keynote of Stanton's narrative; indigJ1.B.ti0n is 
the feeling which motivates Alonz0. Both tell a typi-
eally Gothic tale, but the Spaniard's is a vigorous 
attack on monastic institutions and on the absolute 
· · power of the father-confessor. The horrors of the 
Inquisition are rather hinted at than described; wit-
nessing no actual torture, speaks for the author's 
,-
artistic control. 
Awaiting his sentence in the prison of the Inquisi-
tion, Alonzo has a dream-==mo·st likely influenced by 
Melmotho -Alonzo imagines himself .a victim of an 
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was \·l 1 t r1 i n , - . 0 • iq e 1J u r 11 e d , an cl burn -
ed! -I i~1as a cir1cier body and soul in 
my cl re a111 ( 1 ,3 2 ) . 
Indignant rage burns in every line in the Spaniard's 
tale. Maturin believed his own ancestors had been vic-
tims of Catholic intolerance, and his antipathy to the 
darker sides of his religion, is nowhere so strongly 
expressed as in the narrative of Moncada. He sees noth-
ing geed in monastic life and refuses to find any redeem-
ing features in a system which supperts it. The accounts 
of floggings and tortures, faked miracles and imprison-
ments may be accepted as part of the general parapherna-
lia of the Gothicists, but the voice of Maturin is 
basically a treatise of his own views of Catholicism. ~ 
In the art of suggestion, so important in tales of 
this character, Maturin stands between Radcliffe and 
Lewis. His grasp on the subject-matter is always 
·stronger than Radoliffe~s, while. never imitating the 
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ooar1eae11 or Lev1a. Th11 11 part1oularl:, notlotable 
,fc l"' - ,_- + m· ,, r·· t ·) r t ~- e e up rn Ci t 11ral L, .... 0 1l t,, • t .1 J. C . ~ 1 _ _ t, . cir. t . . ·. • The partlJ 
1ndel1ble 1mpreeo1on upon tt1oae er1counter1r1r'~ him and 
aakes them for lite: 11 neTer desert m1 trlende 1n 
misfortune. When ti1ey are plunged 1n the lo,,eat ab7•1 
or h11mar1 calamity, they are BLll"'e to be vlsited by 
118 (J4). • These lines give clues to Melmoth'e person-
ality and the purpoee of his wander1nga. In Lew1a•a 
~ Monk, Don Raymond, in the subplot, relates that he 
has confronted the Wandering Jew, with a burning cross 
on his forehead. Lewie treats th1a nonchalantly, ma.king 
hia artistic ettorts oompara~, weaker than Matu.r1n•s. 
The moat conspicuous influence from The Monk is the 
introduction of ecclesiastical cruelty and monastical 
oppression. The Domina of Lewis and The Superior of 
Maturin represent the same type: both are hypocritical, 
narrow-minded, revengeful, and pride themselves as strict 
disc1pl1nar1ans. 
In Matur1n 1 s tight against the omnipotence or the 
Catholic church, he neglects the ,development ot character·~ 
Alonzo becomes a vehicle, giving the author ventage to 
his own views. It is Wagenknecht 0 s theory that while 
it is true Gothicista advanced the plot-==devslopment 
ot the English novel, it is also true they tailed to 
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•oonneot plot with character.• Matur1n 11 heroes are 
all ve1"12r~ .'/(Jt1r1i~; 1\lonzo, being thirteen, commences hie 
Eve11 a. JJrecoclous Spaniard. 
could hardly r1ave co nee i ved, at }1 is ar"e, the.~ td c· t1:-; JJro-
posed for improving Catholicism. Such an interr1retation .. 
ls a strE1ir1 on any reader's credulity. It is not the 
religion, but its abt1ses, r,~atui'lin is castip:ating. 
It is a relief to turn from the 11orror of Moncada' s 
prison to the Indian island where Immalee lives as a 
child of nature. Juxtaposition is ingeniously employed, 
shifting the scene of action from subterranean recesses 
and noxious vapours far amid flowers and sunshine. One 
is immediately struck that Maturin never rids the reader • 
of its contrasting grotesquerie as he depicts the black 
goddes Seeva on the island and "her hideous idol, with 
its collar of human skulls, forked tongues darting from 
its twenty serpent mouths and seated on a matted coil of 
adders (209)." 
In this tale--and only here--the Wanderer is the 
real hero; it is, so far, also the cent~al and most 
important part of the book. It contains passages of 
exquisite beauty, although as a composition it is broken 
and somewhat irregular. The first part of this is a 
nature idyll. Dwelling on the island lives the be·autiful 
~/ maiden Immalee, shipwrecked as a-child but since grown 
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to aatur1ty untouched by the ••11 or the world. 
Matur1n, like most 1aag1nat1ve writers or th.e earl7 
11,1.neteenth century, injects h1s trilJute to the g,reat 
1 d ' ... ~ ( •.· .·' I ( • •. ••• ,/0 . ' I . ) , ' 
·--~ fl -· J .. ' ... case a 
u n 1 q 11 e o r1 e : h 1 n __ · \_· ·11ta !""' () 1 'I' f , ; 1'· , r li"!li 1 ~ • .11.-1 ,· , i ] 1 r •-> I \_.. ,_. -~- "" ~ ._ 
_Q_ • _ • t_... "'· ) r, I \, . .J . ....... . .._ ..,f 1J. v }1 ; , r~ f: r • 1 f l J ;1- J,. •. _5' • •. • .-A-.c ....,_ , taught 
and nu.rtured by nature alone. As a wild daughter of 
nature, sHe is befriended b7 the flowers and birds; sea-
she 11 s ar·,2 r1e r· 
Powerful as is the picture or the passions and 
emotions of Mel.moth, 1t is surpassed by the art with 
which Immalee's development from a wild and thoughtless 
girl into a 1rqoma11 who loves and suffers from her love. 
Her first encountering with Melmoth is elegantly nar-
rated: 
• 
The stranger approached, and the beau-
tiful vision approached also, but not 
like an European female with law and 
graceful bendings, still less lil{e an 
Indian girl ivi th her lotA/ salaas, but 
like a young fawn, all animation, ti-
midity, confidence, and cowardice, ex-
pressed in almost a single actions She 
sprung from the sands--ran to her favor-
ite tree;--returned again with her guard 
of peacocks, who expanded their superb 
trains with a kind of instinctive motion, 
as if they felt the danger that menaced 
their protectress, andj clapping her 
hands with exultati0n, seemed to invite 
them to share in the delight she felt 
in gazing at the new flower that bad 
gr.oE 1n ~he §and (216) o 
With awe she begins to tell her visitor-of her 
solitary life and innocent amusements. She says she 
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1a older than the moon, and neYer chang·ea, altheugh 
0 f te Il 
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hers in the stream prove nothing on the island bears a 
host: t1e apr:,earance. The sense of fear ia foreign to 
• her. l~ow t}1e reacie r s:re t ;; ar1 .l !lt i n1a te T}O rtra val of ~- ' . 
- \;' 
Plelmoth. He is deeply impressed by her innocer1ce and 
ignorance, entwined to a penetrating intellect. At 
first, naturally, he ap:pears as a tempter, endeavour-
ing to corrupt her mind and, above all, to incite in 
her a contempt for religion. He tries to terrify her 
from wishing ever to see the world, teaching her about 
the miseries of the world to illustrate the tragic hope-
lessness of life, so that he can keep her for himself: 
only in her society can he hope to forget his own misery. 
He tells Immalee of the follies and vices of the civili-
zed world, not with any intention of warning her against 
them but to corrupt her innocence. Melmoth's soul be-
comes the prey of contending passion. Later, under-
standing that her nature is incorruptible, he gives up 
.t regarding her as a victim. She becomes the only human 
being on earth who does not instinctively shrink from 
him or the frightening lustre of his eyes: 
While he sat near her on the flowers 
she had collected for him,-=-while 
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In point of lar1guar(e, the Indian tale contains the 
aoat beautiful passages in Maturin • s work. 
Imrnalee, transposed to a sterile, unfeeling 
Spanish family er1ve lo:ped by a withering, wearisome 
civilization, is analogous to Thomas Hardy's Tess .Qf .t.b§. 
J2'UrberY1lles, A fl&re W2man (1891); Hardy's Tess, made 
for love and happiness at Talbothays, was also destined 
for a pitiless and implacable life at Flinteomb-Ash. The 
narrator writes: 
Donna Clara her mother was a woman 
of a cold and grave temper, with all 
the solemnity of a Spaniard, and all 
the austerity of a bigoto Don Fernan 
presented that union of fiery passion 
and satu:rnic manners not unusual among 
Spaniardso His dull and selfish pride 
was wounded by the recollection of his 
family having been in trade; and look-
ing on the unrivalled beauty of his 
sister as a possible means of his obtain-. 
ing an alliance with a family of rank, 
he viewed her with .that kind of selfish 
partiality as little honourable to him 
who feels it 9 as to her who was its 
object (253). 
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Her nooturna,1 meet1nga w1th Pfelmoth rorm the ci11er 
oontenta or the narrative. I mm alee c on v l 11 c t r1f~ J :r de tic r 1 t>e • 
her pr·eaent desolate st&te, her unchanging r1d.ellty to Mel-
motl1, a?1d tr1e n1t·rnc) r 1.e s of byp:one day a: 
~l O l .. l ~ .. I ever 
Sa ... . ,Ji 
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said to be lovely in the eye of woman, 
- I 1 0 1/ e cl =r O ll °t) 12 C alls e y O 11 1·l e !" e rn y f i rs t, ' 
.:- t l-1 (:: :::; o 1 e c o 11n e c t i r1g 1 i 11 l{ be t \·J e e n the 
human world and my heart,000(287). 
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Isidora is no meek Gothic heroine; she comes to life 
burning with fire and passion to be torn by doubts and fears. 
For the conception of Melmoth's personality, Maturin was in-
fluenced, especially in the unraveling of the plot, by 
Goethe's Faust: Margaret and Isidora are both anxious about 
their respective lovers' relation to the church and to re-
ligion; Melmoth fights a duel with Don Fernan under similar 
circumstances ahd with the same consequences as Faust with 
Margaret's brother; Margaret, like Isidora, dies in prison 
after putting her child to death; and both refuse to follow 
their lovers out of prison. With Mephistopheles, Melmoth · 
has in common the power of arresting, with a look, the hands 
raised to seize him. 
- ~--- -- --
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!'be idea of melting Faust and Mep.h1ntopheles into 
one person was atr1k1Illl,1Y ori~1r1nl; the r lp:t.1r0 of Mi?1rnoth 
keer)n rt <il:1t111ct character and. rate of its own. Develop-
1 ' I · · r ) r~ ~ .1 ....... character, Maturin proves to 
h .. ave be. e n w 1·. d. e· l. y· 1 n r .1. t1 1.::-,· r· 1 r~ f.-.;;.,. c·.:i .. H 1 r n n ,.1 ·, , ,.. +- 1" a r'~ ,-:> ri .. o .,.. o "'i1 ,.,. o f n _. _ l. _ - • . .J \.,. \.,.J, ~ ,. I J , .•. l, 4 ( ·_, \.....i ,. l, ,'._·:; ,, J i <.-· 
his obvious 11 terary sources. Dependir)Jl. on one's ir1tc:rJJre-
tatior1, f·!elrnoth can be viewed as Milton's Satan in his fallen 
state ( l4,Q8~; Els t}1e 1c~rr,en,i ot· tl1e Wandering Jew in his rest-
less travels hopirig tc) ·be deliver1 ed. Of !113 CUI"S8 (J4)-as 
does his counterpart at sea, the l~lying Dutchman (49); as 
the Radcliffe hero-villain tormented from secret crimes an~ 
" mysteriousl)r a1Jp·eari1146 and disappearing ( 229, .383); and of 
his predecessor the Byronic hero with his large, gloomy eyes 
and sardonic smile (288). No character in the course of a 
novel, until James Joyce 1 s Leopold Bloom, 45 has in him so 
many archetypal allusions. 46 
Like Marlowe's Faustus, the Wanderer is an image of 
, theological despair, damning himself not by what he does, 
but by his own proud despair of forgiveness and salvation.~ 
Anderson infers "Melmoth hates God with a divine hate; he 
bears God's curse because of pride and presumption. 047 La-
beling the tale "a tragic allegory of Christian history, 1148 
Axton believes Immalee opens for Melmoth, the man she knows 
to be the worst of sinners, the possibility of his redemp-
.. 
, .. · tion through the belief in the reality of disinterested love. ·-· .. 
Melmoth himself is lonely and guilt-ridden, persistent in his 
" 
• 
own delusion, and totally autner~red 1n &nd l)y h1s own rte-
apa1r. What causeu him his keenent ~. .,-, 1' 1 ('l ,. + }1. 0.' . t ~ .t. ; ..... ;aa __ ,· t . l .. j,. (,A 
he is shut out or paradise but that he 1e shut out of the "' 
Co!nin ll Tl i. 4 · '·' ') +.,· 41 ' }1 {"1 ill"- "" * ' - • ;.I,_ .A-, L, ., \. A L, .. .. '-. ..1 
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r~c)cJd a..rnon~ human beings. Apparently what 
he j 11c~ 1 •• t1' Q"r'l • ·r~',r "l'. 'r;. ,; 
.,. • ._) •. -... .......l '-· _] ' ... ,If l _;, ,A .,} - ... ¥ . .,;· ·' ., , C' 0 fr\ L'l -
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one would voluntarily sr1are his life ancl relieve l1in tJi tter '" 
loneliness. This anguish of loneliness, evidenced in Mary 
Shelley's I11 rar1l{ei1stein, is also felt by the miserable mon-
ster who prays f~or 011e beinr: of the same species as hin1self 
who might smile up·on him and not ai1swer his reproac}1e:3 wih 
curses and maledictions. It is Melmoth's torment and the 
motive of his sadism that prevents him from believing in 
the ultimate reality of love's regenerative po'y1er. The 
r-eader, at times, is repelled by his sadism; but likewise 
shares the tragic stature given the Wanderer by the enorm-
ity of his suffering. This ambiguity in the reader's re• 
sponse, Melmoth shares with similar characters: Shake-
speare's Macbeth, Melville's Ahab, Shelley's mons-ter, Bronte's 
Heathcliff, and Faulkner's Popeye. The relation of Melmoth 
to mankind is marked by that intense sense of loneliness 
which goes through much of the romantic literature of the 
period. 
i 
Melmoth's singular crime is that of rejecting salvation, 
and his end is classic of those who are possessed by the devil. 
The hero-villain's damnation comes with the melodramatic swift-
\, 
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•••• ten, ted 1n Kerl owe•• Fautu1 but ban4.le4 art1111oa11J 
c> ~ IJewls 'o Arn bro a 1o. 
Melaoth returnu to • i. e, n o l : .l t~ n T r .1. a h 
·._.;{ -,~J L..-1 ,_ .. ~ t ::&r. V t__,_ ...._ . _ 0 ,.. 1 country-house 
to aeet h1 a ! ate. The term of hi a eupernH. turt111 :t JJro-
longed ex1atence 11 drawing to a oloae, and the terrible 
lustre of hie eyee 11 already ext1ngu1ehed. He aesuree 
hie }1orr·lfleLi BJJectatora, yotmg John ]l)!elrnoth and Moncada, 
that his wanderings are oTer, and the rea.son for· these 
pttreuita need no longer be oont1dent1al any more than 'the 
failure o! hie hauntings: 
No one has ever exchanged destinies with 
Melmoth the Wanderer. I have traversed 
the world in the search, and no one, to 
gain that world, would lose his souli--
Not Stanton in his cell--nor you, Mon-
cada, in the prison of the Inquisition 
--nor Walberg, who saw hie children per-
ishing with want--nor--another-- (409). 
!be Wanderer's final fatal dream of ninfernal pre-
o1p1oes,• 1 ahr1eka,• (409) is analogous to Lewis's end-
ing tor hie hero-villain; Matur1n 1 s conclusion is maoh 
more impressive: 
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through the furze that clothed this rook, 
almost to its stioomit, there was a kind ot 
tract as if a person had dragged, or ~een 
dragged, his way through it---a down-trod-
den track, over which no footsteps but 
those of one impelled by force had ever 
passedo Melmoth and Moncada gained at 
last the summit of the rocko The ocean 
was beneath-=the wide, waste» engulphing 
oceanJ On a crag beneath them, something 
hung as floating to the blast. Melmoth 
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olamb,ered down and caught 1 t. It va1 
the hnndkerch1ef Whlci1 the Wanderer had 
worn t;«.bc)tlt l1ia riock t}~ie JJrt11ceding nlght 
-thttt WblG t1·1e laHt tra.ce of t11e Wander-
er (412) 1 
0 
~11atttr1n•, 1apl10at1ona are 1•med1ately llliDre terrifying 
than Lewie's expl1c1t narration. The f1.nal fulfillment 
ot the bond la only auggoeted. Thie effective ending, 
With only traces of Melmoth 1 s last, terrible Journey v1a-
1ble, ls left mysterious and ambiguously symbolic. The 
aea is always ambivalent and equivocal, being at onoe 
birth and death. The end of the Wanderer suggests the 
poss1b111ty of the renewal of another cycle. 
PiTe other notable writers, at lea.st, may presumably 
have been influenced by Matur1n 1s contents and themes: 
Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, Robert Louis Stevenson, 
Oscar Wilde, and Stephan Vincent Ben8t. Irving 1n his 
Tales ot ~ Traveller (1824) has a tale about "The Devil 
and Tom Walker" in which the Vite mysteriously disappears, 
her only trace being a oheoked apron, tied like a bundle 
_containing a heart and liver. 
Ben8t•s classic "The Devil and Daniel Webster• (1936) 
has his legendary demon whip out a big bandana handkerchief 
to trap one of his victims. 
· · .. ·· .. ·· •· Stevenson° s story of 1The Bottle Imp• (189.'.3), like 
. .,... '• 
Balzac's half-parody Melmoth Reconc111e (18J5), has hie 
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wanderer dellYeNd ot hl1 our•• by a dNmken boa,awaln 
who bell t~ ve e he 1a go1 ng to hell anyway. 
not far retched to off er the idea or the Wl1nderer' a por-
tra1 t reappearing in The Pie tu.re ot D0r1an Gr_ay ( 1890). 
Ha.tt1rin I s parr'iclde, hie most atroc1ot18 cY1araoter, 
na.rratea the story of imml1red lovers wl thin tl1e Span-
iard' a tale. Most crltlca, initially, were appalled at 
h1a aubJeot of death through etarvat1on. Unfortunately, 
they failed to observe the extraordinary skill and power 
advanced in the epiaodee Having been rejudged rece11tly, 
it remains one of the best-known passages in the novel. 
The scene in question stands artistically on a high level 
in the conception of cruelty and surpasses Poe•e 1 The Caalt 
ot Amontillado" (1845). Poe's tale, in fact, recalls 1n 
the almost eo1ent1f1c exactness the sensations with which 
the victims are observed. On the whole, the creation ot 
the immured lovers seems to have been little 1ntl~enced by 
any previous writer. 
The ter.r1ty1ng elements in Melmoth the Wanderer are 
strong enough to render 1t the greatest novel of the Gothic 
genre in the English language. 
The experience of a character feeling ·pursued by some 
, I 
.I 
. ·ij, 
• 
·• 
·•··. 
. . 
,,.. . 
4eaon1o 1elt 11 • oentra.l que1t1on 1n Natur1n 1 1 fttl•.~'h· 
Is tLn 1mrno1"'tr1l Vtln(lerAr, T1gorouely employed 1n tetnpt-
1ng, lt1Uf{h.lr1 .. ~., r1c1t. _:tJ8:1t1 irlr1i1' 11r1t1 L the end-anci even 
the r1 v 1 th a c e rt a 1 n v 1. o 1 e n c e th .r.i t ; ) r e cl t1 d ci ; 1 t : 1 e }to rru1 n t 1 o 
' 
en.nu1-really different !rom other men? Melmoth I e story 
of tra.t~lc despair 1s an exploration of the mystery and 
dept}1 of his inner life. From w1 thin, the reader eeea 
the natural humanity of Melmot}1 str'ivint:~ to liberate lt-
1elf from hie fated demonic role: •with all his d1abol1-
oal heartlesaness, he did feel some of hie human nature 
(229). H His demonlsm, he insists, 1a inseparable from 
the hr1man1ty of an explicable natural world, and t11e read-
er oan believe hjm because his own h11man torments are tul-1..-. 
ly.analyzed before our eyes: 
. F. '\ 
..... , 
I ,-: 
The stranger gazed at her for some time, 
and thoughts it would be difficult for 
man to penetrate into, threw their vary-
ing expression over his features for a 
momento It 'tvas the first of his intended 
victims he had ever held v-1i th compunction • The joy, too, with which Imm.alee received him, almost brought back human feelings to· 
a heart that had long renounced them; and, 
tor a moment, he experienced a sensation like that of his master when he visited paradise,--pity for the flowers he resolved to wither for ever (218). 
Immalee, so like Radcliffe's heroines in The Romance ot 
the Forest and The Italian, preserves that incandescent ........,.._ ---- ··-., 
virtue and beauty which invites villainy to tempt her de-
' 
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11ruet1o·n: 1In all the world, perhap1 there 11 not •-
notr:n!' t)e1ng beaut1.ful and 1n.nocent aa you (218), • whoa 
world of euft"e1'1ng, gu1:Lt, ca I" n ( 218) ... I v111 re-
turn, •.• beautlful Immalee, and will sl1ev you .•• Ei ~(limpee 
o! tr-1!1 t world from which I come, and 1n wh1ch you wlll 
aoon be an inmate (220)." 
Matur1n'a treatment of the evil of human aan1pll-
lat1on ls an 1.nvest1gat1on of what it means to be a 
haunter of persona and what 1t means to be a person haunt-
ed. Melmoth in his full humanity 1s pathetically aware 
of his inner struggle with Immalee: 
The stranger appeared troubled,--an emotion new to himself agitated him tor a moment,--then a smile of eelf-d1sda1n curled his lip, as if he re-proached himself for the indulgence ot h11man feeling even for a moment ( 237). 
Shortly thereafter in a violent thunder-storm. Melmoth1 a 
agony ot the soul is paralleled with the tempest: 
-. '.~ . 
• 
1 Hate me--curse me!' said the stranger, not heeding her, and stamping till the reverberation of his steps on the hol-low and loosened stones almost contend-ed with the thunder; 1ha.te ma for I hate you-==I hate all things that live-===all things that are dead--I am myself hated and hateful (244)JD 
·1. ' . ' . 
' ' 
I . 
Melmoth, the figure of Cain and the Faustian legend, is 
transforming into an appropriate credent oharactero Im~ 
so 
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ll&lee toro11 the du&.l.lt7 1n llllaolb lo H.Ptaoe when Iba 
oonreeaeo her loYe for h1a: 
,, 
!II' 
'Yo~1 h;1vo triught me to th1n.k, to feel, 
a.n d t o lot e o r) ~ 1 
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1 a t : i e r :i t) J e c t o f t r1 e f e o l 1 r1 v • H 2l e_J '· 4 l n \1 t a 11 
o n 111 D1 CJ 1\ t) e .1 n ,: un 11 t t r\ E1 c ~) l v c 1 r1 111 s f o rm , 
re ''l'l ·~1,ro 1---, 1·\i C }~·,}""' +·1·~ aer·-,,·,1 .... · 1 t·-r,.··1 .PI,Jm 
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a d 1 s 1 r111 e I' :1. t e d c 1111 d o f r1 a t u. rl e , 1, }·1 o J," o e e 
abot1t tc> ct11~se or' to tcrr11Jt l1ia mo1'r pros-
perous br'ea thre11; one wr-10- vl1a t wl th-
holds m.e from d1acloa1ng all ( 24.5)? 1 
Melmoth becomes almost forgivable baoauae ot b11 
,orme11ted awareness of hie own evil. Immalee 1 s fruit-
less attempts in offering Melmoth his salvation point 
up Helmoth's pain and damnation lie in his obeeaaion 
with the perversion of the Christian doctrine or love 
by the depraved human spirit. Even nature is character~ 
1zed trying to pierce Matur1n 1s subconscious: 
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At this moment a flash of such vivid 
'l! :.• 8~ .• 11., 
and terrific brightness as no human 
sight could sustain, gleamed through 
... • ·'S' .... ' 
the ruins, pouring through every fis-
sure instant and intolerable light {245) . 
Submerged in and by his own despair, Melmoth cannot see 
the little good that redeems all in the unselfish love 
, ·. · of Immalee: 
·t -.· When she looked up again, all trace 
of human emotion was gone from his 
expressiono The dry and burning eye 
.··., 11.1 ;,,· 
• 
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of de1pa1r that he f1xed on her, 1eeme4 
••er tc) ru,ve ovr1ed a teE1r; thf9 hand 
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a p J.) e ti I' o d o r1 f l r n , J. t u t (j 1-1 c : ~ iv El n .r1 s c o 1 d 
a e th.Lit of the d eri.d ( 2L~ 5 ) . 
!he contributes largely to 1te myth-
1o and eymbolic mea.ning, ae well as the ambience that aur~ . 
rouncls the Wanderer. A class1f1ea tion of Maturin' e imag-
ery reveals a definite scheme: images of death, storms, 
light, darkness, the sea, supernatural beings, and phya1-
oal suffering. References to 1engult1ng, 1 •overwhelming,• 
•rending, " and 1devour1ng, w abound in the images. The et-
tect of such a choice of images is obvious: it reinforces 
the impression of the Wanderer as a superhuman creature, 
almost one with the most powerful and destructive toroes 
ot natttre, and with the most cruel and destructive traits 
of man. The tragic irony 1n Melmoth arises from the fact 
that his damnation is by his own inability to perceive the 
existen•e ot ultimate goodness which is manifest all about 
hill. • 
The struggle affixed by Melmoth's demonic role re-
iterate Matur1n 1 s theme--d1abol1sm is in every man: 
I tell you, whenever you indulged one 
brutal pa.salon, one sordid desire)) one 
1:11-~ijflf:® imagination~whenever you utte·r-
· ed one word that wrung the heart, or em-
.52. 'i 
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b1ttere4 the 1plr1t ot 1o~r fellow 
creature ... whenever you hnv~ done 
th i q .. r(;,i h :. 1/P. ))A("'r• t'(~•·. i. ~ f'f'!rt. •1 t··h,et 
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_ to tr1e cor1feonior~ of an 1r1credll)le 
compact with tr1e author or evll (JJ4). 
The per.••1ve atmosphere or perversion and the aacabre 
--·~. '. 
-~·.-:: 
1a the backdrop of Ma turln I e demand that the read.er reoog-
n1z e and agor11ze over tlte evil \f11icl1 is 1nextr1cabl:r bou.nd 
up with the good in every human being. In hie final intro-
apeot1on, Melmoth confeaaee: 
The secret of my destiny reeta with 
myself ••• ~That if my crimes have ex-
ceeded those of mortality, so will my 
punishmento I have been on earth a 
terror, but not an evil to its inhabi-
tants (408). 
Melmoth the Wanderer emphasizes psychological reaction to 
evil that blends a web of moral ambiguity for which no mean-
1ngtul answers can be found. Dawson confirms that Melmoth 
11nvolves a great, 1r contused, step forward in psychology, 
aesthetic theory, and our total approach to understanding 
ourselves-a step which could probably only have taken place 
violently in an uninhibited sensational literature"49 as the 
Gothic genre, 
Finally, a word about Matur1n 1 s incorporation of the 
paradox in Melmoth reveals his artistic style superior to 
the sensationalism of Lewis. As a Gothioist, Maturin tends 
" 
• 
to an1ty the world thJ'oagb a Nlolut1on of the oppoaltee 
a.nc! d1BiJEtrlt1t,e. The characters themeelvea are acutely 
/l'ltD. (i· a. 
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guide, reveals: 
I vae too mch 1.n hie power to re-
e 1a t; and in early youth superiority 
of depravity always seems like a su-
periority of powera We reverence, 
with a prostituteJ idoltry, those who 
have passed t:~I1 0L1f3h tl1e clegrees of vioe 
before tJB., rrl1iB illElD Was criminal, and 
er ime gave r1im a kincl of heroic immun-
ity in my eyes (152). 
Mon-
lntranoed, yet abhorent, by the parr1c1de 1 s peraonal1t7, 
Moncada further admits: 
I knew not what to make of him. Thia 
union of antipodes, this u.nnatural al-
liance of the extremes of guilt and 
light-mindedness, I had never met.or 
imagined beforee He started from the 
visions of a parricide, and sung songs 
that would have made a harlot blush. 
How ignorant of life I must have been, 
not to know that guilt and insensibil-
ity often Join to tenant and deface the 
same mansion, ••• (157). 
' 'M~ i, ,, • ~ .~: 
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Maturin 1 s unimitable parricide, who suboonaoiously 
relives the Oedipal dream of killing his father, examines 
a basic problem of great literature, the disparity between 
appearanee and reality. 
Even though the book does not correspond to the pass-
.-~. age in Matur1n 1 s sermon, demonstrating the good instinct in 
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,be bad, th,e pale tlgure ot ,be Wanderer hold• the reader 
Most of the 
ch a r a. c t e r e w ! 1 o J:it r· e a u b J n c t fl d tu tr 1 e B o 11 c 1 t ti t 1. o r1 n o f t he 
Wa.nderer, Honoada, Stanton, Walb·erg, Imm.alee, or Elinor, 
come as near to aa1nthood as poor h11man nature oould poe-
aibly do. Leaving unnoticed a character like the parr1~ 
o1de, who is beyond the rederr~tlon of God, the tempter 
1nvar1ably takes care to accost those with whom he 18 
least likely to succeed. Thia blunder, consequently, 
created the character of Melmoth, who becomes eo imprea.-
11ve, so distinct from all common men an ordinary devils. 
All such cri tlo1am is valid; b,ut 1 t is apparent onl~l when 
the reader returns to his normal powers o! belief and Judg-
aent. 
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Obapter III 
lurdttz~ E, nd Hye tery 
the 1ntluenoe or Radel 1tre, Cro1a ma1n t-a1ned, •nae 
been felt on every Tar1ety of the nineteenth-century no-
Tel, vhe th11· romnn t1 c, peycholog1 cal, or natural latlcJ ,50 
however, wri torl; of t~·1e eiE~t1teer1t}1 cent~1ry who were en-
grossed wltr! rape, aeductlor1, and lr1ceot we1~e replaced 1.n 
the nineteenth century by novelists who shifted their 
concentration to an exorbitant preoooupat1on with murder. 
The rapidly changing social conditions 1n England 
during the first few decades of the Victorian period were 
reflected 1n the changing interests in the novel-reading 
public. Quite often ovels were emerging 1n serial form 
before appearing as books. This arrangement had an 1n-
tluence on the novel's form: each part had to conclude 
With a climax that would fire the reader's imagination 
to find out what happened next. In such t1ct1on, climaxes 
were dramatic, characters boldly outlined, and the atmos-
phere tense with excitement. In some ways the reading 
populace of the Victorian era resembled those who b.a.d em-
braced Walpole, Radcliffe, Lewis, and Maturin. Like them, 
they were materialistic, eager for sensation. In the study 
of the tradition of terrorism in the English novel, Phil-
lips supported the view that "the rise of the melodramatic 
i! 
1s the lineal descendant of Gothicism; and the connection be-
56 
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been the two 11 to be ,ought 1n the oaNer ot the p1ottll"'-
• B {l'' f 1 u '- l .... ' , 
W1thr):.1t 
'il r (J :r.. Mr n . R11 ct c 11 r re . • ··· 
t: ~c- 1/ 1. · t c)r lt1z1 n t)'V o l l u tu ve re o:i1, o tere ot 
lhe art of telling a story. 
Varma wri tee th.at the Gothio noYel .... not a ou.1.--de .. 
eao, but an lmp0!"tnnt arterial development of the novel, ,52 
Vh ~ 0"·1 1J··1,r, 'i·'~'(!".i ·1 p~ ·)·n 1!"'11!· Jc., .q r·r·e I s tecl·,n 1 (,·1e of suep· ense to 
· .l. • ,.. • · d. 1 .. C : ~ '~. U .l ,;. C Jl 0. "" - .L ~ .l . .. ,.,,! _._ "1. L . · . ,, · .. 
be incorporated in the modern detective fiction of the Vic-
Readers turned, 1n their leisure houre, to the 
aoar1fy1ng mystery thrillers ot Wilkie Collins, the first 
Inglish novelist to deal with the detection of crime who 
had Wan interr1ational following, second only to that ot 
D1ckens. 11 5J 
Coll1na 1s now remembered, h1ator1cally, tor being 
a companion and collaborator of Charles Dickens and the 
primogenitor of the first full-length English detective~ 
novel, The Moonstone (1868). 
Three short stories by Edgar Allan Poe 1n the eight-
een forties and one French detective novel, L1Affa1re 
Lerouge (1866) by Emile Gaborian are the only detective 
precursors of '1:le Moonetone • .54 
The lilarrative structure, under which Collins was 
tutored, fostered new standards for verisimilitude. 
Phillips believed Col11ns 8 s melodramatic techniques 
,·, 57 
[..;' 
.. ,: 
1reaohed b&ok v1th one band to Nra. Ra4ol1tte and her 
r o 11,J w c~ 1~ n , b Ll t r () rw ll r· J w 1 th the other t o Z o 111 and the 
na tura.lieta. i55 I fl t ~: C O t) 1 r1 i O n n O f rr • g . :F: .11 0 t and DO r-
-
oShy Sayera, Ooll1no'H 
eat deteot1Te atory•56 
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in the English lan~uage. Phelps 
further poa1ted that •we know not the equal of Colline 
57 till Conan Doyle appears.• Aoknowledg1ng, 11kew1ae, 
that Colline's work had a degree or s1m1lar1ty to the 
early Gothiclsts, Saintsbt1ry saw Coll1ns 1 e "exciting 
81tuat1ona being arrange4 in an ir1terrninable aec1uenoe 
lead1ne; to a violent revolut1on• 58 which para1leled 
Jladol1ffe 1 e oonolusions. 
As a writer of romance, Collins abounded in p1o-
tor1al detail, studied contrasts, and startling climaxes. 
Being a shrewd student of narrative methods, Collins 
wrought his melodrama more precisely than earlier writers. 
He shaped a creed of familiar romantic devices setting h1a 
characters talking with a peraistency not attempted before. 
Or1m1nal psychology had advanced since the writings 
· ot Maturin. In The Woman In White (1860), Collins whirled 
his theatrical characters through a plot, broken by a aer-
ies of climaxes preceded by breath-taking suspenae.o Since 
readers were more knowledgeable, Collins end011ed his vil-
lain, Count Fosco, with a Falstaffian physique, on the 
. -~. ; .· '. ' . 
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a11uapt1on that 1t 11 hard to belt••• a tat IUl.n e•l•.-
auop1c1an1 or Enpl1ab 
aale. 
the arta 1n hie fondness tor the opera. The resultant 
T1rtuoeo 1n the art of forgery and deoept1on, v1th h11 
oontrolleci a.ucia.c1t:{ a.nd s:1btle insiF~}1t into human na-
ture, may be a monuttJr; 
pass 1n good eoolety. Cou.nt Foaco has a long chain ot 
descendants in modern fiction that evolved trom the 
villain-hero of Radcliffe. 
As perhaps befits the progenitor ot a literary line 
that bas displayed so much vitality, The Moonstone is 
oonsiderably longer than most of its modern desoendanta 
and has an even more complicated plot. 
i'he element of the novel which attraoks the reader•s 
attention 1e the author's artistic control. He never 
eases his control on the cleverly-plotted novel whether 
encompassing the search for the missing Jewel or spot-
lighting the private lives of Rosanna Spearman and Ezra 
· Jenningsu The stupid bungling of Superintendent See-
~rave59 becomes a striking contrast for the master sleuth, 
Sergeant Cuff (220), who appears at the point when the 
story development is arrested. While allowing for per-
·59. 
'!"'• 
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IOD,al Nlat1on1blp1 to u.ntold and w1tb tall approbation 
tor !.ln d+,tnct1vtc~ 1 u expt,rtlae, the author remoTeo Curr 
the moonstone. After developlne· t11e cour .. ts:11J) of R..achel 
Ver1nder and Frankl in Blake, the 1mpl led au t}1or re etore1 
Sergeant Cuff to the novel, which eerTee to 1ncreaae the 
per p 1 t3 x 1 t :l a. b o u t t} 1 e rn 1 t1 I; inf:~ cl 1 a r:1 on d w :111 e exp 1 o 1 t 1 n g the 
human interest motif. Cuff returns (490) only when the 
progress of the nevel demands him. 
Since Sergeant Cuff hae •tathered auoh a mult1ttt-
6o 41nous progeny in the 11 tertl ture of detection, M he 11 
presented to the reader through the mind and vision ot 
Gabriel Betteredge, the Ver1nder 1 a house-steward: 
. ·. . 
' ' ' ,'; I ., j 
A fly from the railway drove up as I 
reached the lodge; and out got a griz-
zled, elderly man, so miserably lean 
that he looked as if he had not got an 
ounce of flesh on his bones in any part 
of himo He was dressed all in daoent 
black, with a white cravat round his 
neck. His face was as sharp as a hat-
chet, and the skin of it was as yellow 
and dry and withered as an autumn leaf. 
His eyes, of a steely light grey, had a 
very disconcerting trick, when they en-
countered your eyes, of looking as if 
they expected something more from you 
than you were aware of yourselfo His 
walk was soft; his voice was melancholy; 
his long lanky fingers were hooked like 
clawso He might have been a parson, or 
an undertaker--or anything else you like, 
exoept what he really was (lJJ)o 
Encountering a group of dramatic monologues sign1ri-
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0111tly arrange« 111p1ri1 • c11Yer11 t1 to tbe nnel Wbiob 
1t voul<l hAve lacked w1th a aore frontal narrat1Yt ap--. 
t~ . .. , 
' . P r O ' ·, ,....., ', .,/ _._ . . ·.· di \._,, j ~ 0 Tl1" rea.der le able to lear·n more about the 
to ta 1 a 1 t 11 a t l on t : ':iJ, :1 .:.:1 n v on e o f t h e a c t 1 v ~ ch a r a c t e re • ... 
By keeping an aesthetic distance, th c, 1 m· , ,.. ) 11 e· r1 111 , , + }~1 "'J. r ,.. L . • · ~. . ..._i_ C'l ,,.i. l,. ,. \.. 
.. 
&To1d1 the 1ntrue1on or aupply1ng anavere about the 
growing mystery of the moonstone. The persp1oac1ty ot 
the narrators is as fraimentary as that of the reader; 
each remains 1n step throughout the novel. Thus, the 
author aohieTes a dramatic interest and a sense of ohar--
acter part1o1pat1on while the explanation 1s being sought 
and finally revealed. All of the narrators are either 
natve or duped, lacking the depth in human un~eretand-
1ng to oonetract a aolut1on before the 1mpl1ed author 
develops the personal drama. In this way, he never 
talls captive to his narrator. 
Besides his masterful w1eI1.1ng _:Gf Sergeant Cuff, the 
author's awareness ot his readers 1s evidenced 1n h1s con-
trol of the story-line. Technique and narrative progress 
are so closely interwoven that the reader never feels 
62 1the authorial hand pushing" into situations or emo-
tional responses. To distract attention from himself, 
Collins manifests changes 1n his point of via~o The moon-
stone, itself, serves as the unifying element in the novel. 
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!be Jewel potaon1 John Remoa1tl1 1 1 a1nd and 11tranga1 
him Indub 1 tably 
Frank 11n I·LLake and 
Ra ch e 1 Ver 1 n de r ( 2 0 6 ) , ah at tern t 11 e Ve r .. 1 n de t· fa rn 11 y 
(66), and caueee the deatha of Ro1anna Spearman (209) 
and GcJcifrey Ablewhi te ( 503). Colline ao ..k.nowledged 111 
the P1,,oft1.ce of Tl1e l.{oor1stone he was inaoired bv ator-
.... .. 
1ea ot two famous gems, Koh-1-Noor and tl1e stone t11.a t a-. 
dorned the Russian Imperial sceptre (28). 
Through Betteredge'e point of view, the reader la 
presented an awareness of the pictureaque, grotesque, 
and the humorous in English life. Naked without his 
pipe and Robinson Crusoe, Betteredge never 1ntroduoe1 an 
incident, however tr1v1al or sensational for the mere 
sake of amusement or aenaat1on--all have relevancy. In 
describing the Shivering Sand of Yorkshire (55-56), he 
is illustrating nature as man's equal if not his super-
ior as a terrible force in action. Earlier Gothlcista 
used aspects of the weather to harmonize w1th the emo-
tions of the characters. In The Moonstone the horrible 
quicksand as a terrible force in action, exemplifies 
that Death is the silent, dominant force lying in wait 
for man. 
The character who becomes synonymous with !he Shiv- . 
ro.,~ 
'
',_''-~ 
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er1ng Sand and 1 t1 tor11hadow1ng or the death wtah 11 
the aeoond houae-aa1Ci or the Ver1n .. 
der•a (5J) .. 
Introduo1ng her, lhe 1apl1ed author oan preaent eo-
o1olog1c.al and h1ator1oal obaerTat1ona or the e1ghteen-
a1xt1es. This was a time and an env1ron.ment which later 
oame to hie called t11e Mdouble star1dt1rd • of morali tv. 
""' 
Ioung women of good family ware assumed to be without 
1exual feelings and 11ere expected to b·e not only inno-
oen t but also ignorant when they married. The future htla .. 
band ho""vr1ever cor1ld, perl1aps even ahc)uld, have had sexual 
relat1onah1ps with women outside hia own class. For the 
man, therefore, women were divided into two o.&tegoriea: 
those of his own class, who were idealized, one of whom 
he must eventually love and marry but must never think 
ot sexually until after marriage; and those outside his 
own class, who were depreciated and with whom he could 
have sexual relationships but must never love and marry. 
Y1ctor1an sexual morals maintained that the ruined 
woman must be both unhappy and untimely doomed to a mis-
erable death. Collins included this concept in his novel 
' 
by creating Rosanna Spearman. Collina 8 s skillful dichot-
omy of characterizations is revealed first in Betteradge•s 
descriptions of the heroine, Rachel Verinder, who sur-
: j!.:i 
. . 
~-
pa1191 Walpol•'• Iaab,ella a.n4 lladol1tte 11 lal"ly by Pl'OT-
1ng at1e is in full_ comrnand or the n1tuat1on • 
.As a yoc._ng worULtn c)f 1ntell1gonce H.nd BJ)1r1t, Raohel 
la reTealed as wone of the prettiest girls your eyea 
ever looked on .•• her mouth and oh1n ••• were morsels tor 
the ~oda; and her co.mplexion ••• waa aa warm aa the awa 
1taelr (86-87). 1 
Ju.xtaposed 1n the aame houaehol4 11 the ph:,a1oally 
deformed Rosanna, 1 the plainest woman 1n the houae, w11h 
'the misf ortr1ne of having one shoulder bigger than the 
other (55). 1 Sayers wrote that the pathetic figure ot 
Roaanna Spearman, with her deformity and her warped de- , 
Tot1on 1s bea11titt11l1 handled, With a treedom or sent1-
mentality.1163 
Greater character revelations are evidenced 1n the 
aexual schema involving tour people-which u.nderlies the 
deotive part of the novel. In all probability because 
one member of the love relationship was a domestic and 
1fallen woman,• Collins•s imagination permitted him to 
treat sex more openly than many of his peerso Inter-
woven in the novel are numerous references to the dreams 
of the various lovers--a popular motif of Gothicists. 
Both bchel and Rosanna confess dreaming of Franklin 
Blake. Rosanna, writing from the seourit.Y of the grave, 
··64 
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11 unr,e1tra1ne4 1n ppote111ng her 10••1 9Yoa rrantl1D 
We r· P 11 f1~ e a 1 : 1-- i r1 ,:~~ o .1 n ti r r1 1 r '/ - n t c) r v • You we, re a l o v ~ r 
• w 
1n a drea~ (Jb2). • t·~"i• .at·r;,r·· 
"'· .u u ' J ' 
' 1 1 .ii. u-
played her au1o1dal tendenolea •• ehe spoke of the Sh1Y-
er1ng Band a I her wa1 t1ng graTe ( 58). When her torm,ente4 
tho·1ghta fro:n t}1e f rt1B t r£1 tin~,, 1 ov o or Bla.ke t t1 rn to the {.·-· 
her aot1on1 111ke a woman 1n a dream (18.5-187). • 
Rachel only adm1 ts to thinking of Franklin •by d.aJ 
and dreaming of }11m by night ( 399 ).• Al though raa.11a1ng 
the eignlficanee o! dreams in fJortrayin[s tr1e total per-
1onal1ty or his characters, Collins doea not elaborate on 
tile dream-oontent of Rachel. In h1e use of lush nature 
111agery, symbolically e1gn1f1cant of innocence and pu.r-
1iy, Collins dresses Raohel as the epitome ot Victorian 
temin1R1ty: 
••• with a White ve11 ••• pr1mroee-ooloura4 
gloves that titted her hands like a second 
skino Her beautiful black hair looked as 
smooth as aatinoooHer little ears were 
like rosy shells--they had a pearl dangling 
from thamo She came swiftly out to usj as 
straight as a lily on a stem, and as lithe 
and supple in every movement she made as a 
young oat (190). 
As Rachel emerges, she becomes a compelling heroine. 
Her temperamental outbur~ta (401-403) and her active so-
licitude for Blake during the re-enactment of the theft 
6S 
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eabraoe an emotional r•na• ,11a, brea,be1 Y1tal1,1111,0 
her Y'" '\"'I ~ r· ' 'l 4j ' • ·1 ,-, 8 j_,) .L 1 . J I , l. 1J . . C . • 
,.ii. 
_.:.. 
Yet, as admirable and exo1t1ng aa Raohel 1•, ahe 
oould h&Te been 1t111 more 1ntereet1ng. By not uoing 
her aa one of the narra tor-obeerYere, the author doe a 
not develop all her reaourcee or give full ecope to 
her powers of perception. In order to allow the ten-
lion between her and Blake to resonate with the major 
,heme, the author had to conceal Raohel 1 e knowledge ot 
her lover's role 1n the diamond theft for a eusta1ne4 
period. 
On the other hand, Collini does not manipulate Itoa-
anna on the grounds ot prudency; her aot1oas and thought• 
are more sex-oriented. Observe the senet.18.1 qm 11 ty 1n 
the soene in which Rosanna first glimpses Blake: 
Ber comple.xion·turned of a beautiful 
red, which I had never seen in it be-fore; she brightened all over with a kind of speechless and breathless sur-priaeo 8Who is 1t? 1 I asked. Rosanne gave me back my own question. 'Oh! who is it (.59)?• · 
'!'he reader perceives the tairy-tale motit ot the deformed 
servant who falls in love with the prince. Wolfe64 con-
demns Collins for having Rosanna fall in love with Blake~ 
Id the first time she saw himo After her suicide, Rosanna 0 s 
sensuality is exposed in her entrusted letter for Blake, 
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kepi tor a ,.._,. by L1ap1q Ltao1. l••n when ebe t1nde 
Blak!"'H r,n1nt-ameared nightgown, Ro1anna•1 thought• 
agaln u.re ec.x-orl r·1 r1 tf;d: 
'Jin coon 1'10 I got 11y breath &Rain, 
I ca 11. n ci t o :n 1 n cl rn y t El 1 k .. ~ .1 th P e r1 ~ 1 op e , 
an a I D ,r a. J ij t O rn y G e 1 f ' ft Jr e I' 0 t B JJ r D () l t h.a t 
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ay mind, w11en I had mad.e that die couver7 (J66). 1 
Oolline doea not rely solely on dialogue to antol4 
tile aex-eohema. In Betteredge•a seeing Blake approach 
h1m at the Shiftin~ Sand: 
There, coming out on us from among the 
hills, was a bright-eyed young gentle-
man, dressed in a beautiful fawn-colored 
suit, with gloves a.nd hat to match, with 
a rose in hie button-hole ••• (59) 
1a evidenced of Collin I s employing nature ~.magery to 
connote sex. Certainly the rose has been a symbol of 
ambiguous meaning for centuries; however, Collina•s con-
trol of this symbolic image, the rose of sexual love, 
permeates the story. "In Freudian belief,N Barbara 
Seward writes, Mbloasoms and flowers in general are said 
to represent the female sexual organa. 1165 It is not al-
ways invested with symbolic importance; Collins makes 
Sergeant Cuff a rose fanciero The gardener and Cuff fre-
quently argue (-175) about their respective favorites, but 
• 
., -~ 
' ·. ,, . , 
the ro1e here 11 111e4 to auggeet a.n 1noongruoua lo•• ot 
be11t1 ty 1 r1 a po1 l ct o!f leer-a tra1 t vhich followers ot 
) T r ·I . · ~ ~ .;-' ... ,. · g - re () ,;._ t,._t) .·.e~1 .• It la 
When the roae la ut111ied to describe the love relat1on~ 
ah1p lhat it aaeu.m.es symbolic importance. Rachel refuee1 
a 11S.rr1age proposal from Godfrey Ablewh1te 1n her rose 
garden (98-99). Shortly thereafter she begins to present 
Blake with roaea for, his button-hole. The action doee 
not go unwarranted by the d1a1llua1oned Rosanna; conae-
quently ahe begins to substitute roses which she has 
picked for those of Rachel 1a. The reader learns from her 
letter to Blake: 
Ah, Mr. Franklin, you wore !!I rosea 
oftener than either you or she thought! 
The only comfort I had at that time, 
wae putting my rose secretly in your 
glass of water, in place of hers--=-and 
then throwing her rose away (363). 
!h.Dagh the rose may f1 t perfectly in The Moonstone 
for its sexual connotation, the moonstone itself oan be 
examined aymbol1eally. The diamond is 1n at least two 
ways, symbolic of femininity; first, the moon has been 
66 
considered feminine. As such it is a direct contrast 
to Blake, the· "sunbeam,• and, second, Jewels are symbolie-
67 
ally significant as feminine genitalso 
When Blake brings Rachel the moonstone, he is, sym-
bolically, recognizing her maturity. Recognizing her new 
68 
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ac1ul t 1tatu1, Rachel retu1e1 to let ber aother take oharge 
or t:.o \11£1n:c,,r1ct or1 t!:"~ night 1t 1a bequeatl1ed to her (112). 
Blake Just be!ore they J)art: 
What words fJaaeed between them I oa.n•t • 1ay. But stn.r1ding nel:1r the old oak frame 
Vh 1 C \.-,1 }, 01 /~ s, .. ' CJ- l 1 I"' -1· Cl "t"l ,..,. 0 1 0 0 k· 1 n r, rr 1 n 8 1;,.') I . _ 1 j .. , .. '-·-'" ._ .4. _ ~ ··- 1 ~-·. ~} "' - r.::, ~) ... .lo- t,-:•). ,:> , 
saw 1Jer rpflc~ cted 1 n it sl ·vl if i3l iD 1) 1 ng ...... .-· ,.t... ... _ .. - .. ,,. . __ ,, ___ " .... ...~ _., , Jt-..r ..... ~ l - ... 1.· _ 
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t o 11 f=~ r' , C) 11 t o r t r1 e b o a o n1 c) f 11 e I' cl re s a , 
and showing it to him for a moment, with 
a smile which certainly meant something 
out of the common, before ehe tripped ott 
to bed ( 11 J) • 
In defiance of her mother, Rachel plaoe1 the 41aaon4 1n a 
oabinet in her own sitting room (115). 
At the discovery of the theft of the jewel, Rachel'• 
attitude toward Blake is unaooountabl7 hostile. She re-
tuses to be interviewed by the law or leave her room to 
discuss the theft. Seagrave, in all his incompetence, does 
notice an important clue but not its s1gn1f1oance-the new-
ly--painted door to Rachel's sitting room was smeared. Sym-
68 
,,-, bolically, a paint-smeared door would be a defloration. 
When Rosanna does discover~ the importance of the 
nightgown as a clue, she determines to keep it, to see 
1what use my love, or my revenge could turn it to in the 
tuture (367)0" She decides to keep it hidden by wearing it. 
To Rosanna 8 s fanciful ima.gination» her discovery that Blake 
is a thief suggests that she now llas the opportunity to 
· ... 69 -
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ooae between Raohel aa4 Bla.ke. lhe, aga1,n 1ymbol 1oal ly, 
Or ~~".·"'·.' .. fl4\- ~: l t.:. {J fJ l n ~w t 11 e p r e t " X t C) ::- ,,.l 1 V 1 fl f,,." !11 ti! 
room where he la vritlng. She ls refu!fed. The next day, 
lhe attempts to talk to him aga1,n. Repelled by her ugl1-
nees, he cc)r1centratea on his billiard game. Later he tel11 
Betteredge: 
. 
,. 
·-
., 
I aaid to her, 'I don't underet.and you. 
Is there anything you want me to do?' 
Mind, Betteredge, I didn't speak unkind-
ly! Tho poor girl can't help being ugly 
--I felt tr1at, at tr1e tlmeo T1ne one was 
1till in my hand, and I went on knocking 
the balls about to take off the awkward-
ness of the thing (178). 
Both te111.n1ne, the ring, and masculine, the cue , 1111-
bols have been utilized in oonJunctlon. 69 
Rosanria was correct in her faQtaay; ah• had been able 
to come between Rachel and Blake. 
Rachel, suspected ot stealing her ow11 diamond, leaves 
tor her aunt's home at the same time Rosanna commits su1-
c1deo Before the carriage leaves the estate, Blake tries 
to speak to Rachel. Betteredge reflects "For the moment, 
Miss Rachel had completely unmanned him (192)." True to 
her name Spearman, Rosanna acts as the oastrator of Blake. 
The events that occur after the separation of Rachel 
and Blake are in1portant to the detective level of the nov~ 
el but not to the symbolic. After discovering the smeared 
70 
nightgown, Blate oennot 4en1 th• aot or th1e•ery. A oon-
R1ic:.e1 le ln order and Blake 11 g1Yen a ke7 
to a door 1 n Mr. Bruff I s hot1tH'!, th!" f a:,-:11 y lawyer, whl ch 
Will adm1 t h1m to a roon:: wi1e re RB.ch e .1 1 s.. t1e re tl1e re 18 
a combining of the 11teral and eynibollo; holding the key 
1n hie ru1r1d, Blake pause a 1n the garden, and he deacr1bea , 
the event, 1After the lapse of a minute. I roused my aan-
bood, and opened the door (J9D)." 
Rachel describes his entry 1nto her a1tt1ng ro011 and 
atealing the diamond. The theft untortanately does not 
explain Blake's actions to himself. He 1s forced no• to 
accept h1maelt as the theft. Realizing the clues to the 
117stery lie at the Verinder•s estate, he returns to learn 
trom Ezra Jennings that he was given a narcotic before re-
tiring the night of the theft. Worrying about the safety 
et the moonstone, in a sleep-walking state, he had arisen 
and gotten the diamond~an action which is psychologically 
valid. 70 
The pattern of symbols in The Moonstone has shown that 
there is a residual sexual layer in the novel lying beneath 
the consciously censored literal layer. Because of the sym-
bolism, it is clear that the unconscious creative imagine.-
<' 
tion of the author was aware or the potential sex relation-
ships between his characters. 
• 
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Ool lln1 • 1 flret ti Ile tor "11 aoYel wa1 The Ber-
~.,,__ < ' ~·- ----
a e p e c t of h 1 s 11.Ei t e r' i a. l s • 
The r 1 n 1 oh e d v or k , tho u ~1.h , t a a d o rn e H t 1 c r.t.0 v e 1 '° Co 11 .in a • 1 
aaaterplece undoubtedly influenced Charles Dickens wher1 
he wrote The Murder of Edwin D·roQ4. Eastern influenoea 
Whic}1 we:r·e beglr1ning to affect 11t8rature are seen 1.n 
ihe character of Jasper Drood, the oplam smoker, Kal1-
worah1pper, and oho1rmaster, and precentor ot Cloi0ter-
ba11 Cathedral. 
Villaine in the goth1o tradition were dark, hand-
aoae, and gloomy; but in Collins•s work, he gives to 
literature the tormula of the most wilikely person as the 
or1111nal: 
.. :, ) 
Re (Godrey Ablewhite) stood over six teet 
high; he had a beautiful red and white 
colour; a smooth round face 9 shaved as 
bare as your hand; and a head of lovely 
long flaxen hair, falling negligently 
over the poll of h1B neckoo$oHe was a 
barrister by profession; a ladies• man 
by temperament; and a good Samaritan by 
choice ( 89) o 
Betteredge, with a wry sense of humor and prejudice, de~ 
scribes the protagonist: 
His complexion had got pale: his face, 
at the lower part, was COVered,eoQVith 
a curly brown beard and mustachiosoQQ• 
he had promised to be tall, and had not 
kept his promis·ee He llaS neat, and slim, 
and well made; bttt he wasn°t·by an inch 
or two up to the middle height (60)© 
I' . 
--
Al lhough the reader tru1ta b11 1tory tor the ao1t pa.rt, 
h1B tJ.ccc)·tnto of ot11er people uy be exa3gerat14 1n h,11 
own fa Tor. 
I.n tl111 noTel, 1n the dr.,at1c and 1ron1o aan1pula-
t1on or oharaeter in the exploration of the reality of 
the self ly·1ng beneath the personality, Collins 1 refleot-
t4 some of the serious intellectual concerns of hie age.•?2 
One final word about The Moonstone is Colline• H t1se of 
an1aal imagery 1.n Betteredge•a narration. H1a tavor1te 
oha1r 1s 1beeh1Te (48)1 shaped. Upon aee1ng Blake aa a 
7oung man, he ls de scr 1 bed wearln.g a •rawn-eolourwe~ m1t -
(59). 1 Hie first maater was a Nmixture of bull-dog and 
game-cook, with ad.ash or savage (6J). • The detective 
ltory reveals ethical 1mpl1eat1ona ot some of the lead-
ing ideas of the nineteenth century. Collins seemed to 
be echoed in Betteredge•s voicing his utter distaste tor 
Barw1n1aa: 
line times out or ten they take to tor-
turing something, or to spoiling some-
thing--and they firmly believe they are 
improving their mindsooothey catch newts, 
and battles, and spiders, and frogs, and 
come home and stick pins through the mis-
erable wretches or cut them up, without a 
pangs of remorse, into little pieces (84). 
Ooll1ns has Blaka a dabbler in Mdecorative painting (85).n 
He a.nd Rachel paint t1as busy as bees (86) a ct Even the 
moonstone is analogous to a "plover's egg (97). 1 
·7· .. '2. J·· 
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• 1nolud1 1 oat1,• 1 t1gera,• 1hore-
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Ollghbred way (87). 1 It 11 pos11b1e Coll1n1 vacillate• 
between horse and oat imagery for hie heroine a1noe 1tbe 
oat remains strong'. ar1(i t1ntamed, but t},1e horae can be 
broken and 11 c1:trr1e a t3 ed. In Cl'1Q;)t!lfn.o· +11(':'.! 't'.,;?'Qffitln '-A•t· 11 Cl m·1n 11 u c~ u • . .... r>~ v ... . , __ ; i, . . '-"-c-· .i. rv . .l.. .i. ,. a. U 
1.___, •• 
or her own, yet po8Betee1ng physical oh.arm, proves Coll1n1 
was unique among Victorian writers. He deserves partic-
ular credit for his sympathy for fallen women and the 
broad comic relief minor character in Drusilla Clack. 
There le as much meaning in t.he :aamea Collins gave to his 
oharaoters as to revealing their personalities. The ri-
diculous Mias Clack, indiscriminately scattering her re-
ligious traots, fails to distract the reader's attention 
from the thett ot the diamond. The oloa1ng pages 1n par-
ticular linger in one's memory long after the book is 
shelved. The diamond has been restored at last to the 
saored Indian city of Somnaath where its story began. 
'l'ha diamond, which onoa graced the bosom of Rachel Ver-
1nder, is now gleaming in the forehead ot the Indian deity. 
A vast throng of pilgrims have gathered to witness the cer-
emony, and the scene culminates with a tinal glimpse of 
the Moonstone (536). 
Join lng th11 dl1t1nga1ahe4 Gotblo vr1 ter ot au.r-
l u a t r ll t e d t !·: e m n. l r3 f j : · e n t 
Le Fan u ' e 11 t e r a r y CL'1 J~ e e r c 1 o a e 1 y f) tt r' a l J e 1 s t :1 H t o r Co 1-
11 n •. Like Collins and D1okena, 1n a(1dlt1on to being 
a contributor to t}1elr publication All T11e Year Round. 
Le Fa r1 tl "'1 Ll tJ t Yi e e d 1 t or , p LI b 11 s r1 e r· , a n d own e r o r T l1 a 
Rlilblln Unlverslt_y Har:azinc frorn 1861 to 1869.73 H.a't'-
1ng w·r1 tten fourteen novels, numerous short stories, 
poetry, and a verse drama, Leranu 11 now remembered tor 
h1a supernatural stories and hie famous Gothic novel, 
Uncle Silas (1864). S. M. Ellis writes that LeFanu's 
outstanding literary characteristic was "his amazing 
literary versat111ty.•74 Contending that LeFanu•s •un-
mitigated tamelesaneas can be ranked among the outstand-
ing curiosities of literature,"75 Edna Kenton lamented 
that his contemporaries, Collins, Braddon, and others, 
remain 
erally 
on any Victorian reading list while he is •11t-
obliterated.1176 
As a Victorian writer, still influenced by the ter-
ror and mystery of the romantic movement, he perfected a 
more imaginative genre in which the faculty of the detec-
tive problem allied itself with the gloomy terrors of the 
weird and supernatural. Sayers analyzed L.~Fanu as a 
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•wrltnr or real literary atta1naent, a.nd g1rt1d w1th 
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th ... \. . l . . .. . • r I . e g1111 B t y a n ·a the ma c rt Dr(\. 
Doted that 1 he touched ti1e aprlngo of terror and auo-
penee ae perhaps no other writer or f1ot1on 1n the 1an .. 
!1ll B 78 been able to do. 11 Literary acholare now .. 
attribute LeFanu with being a forerunner or the osvchlo £,..,_.,.. 
.-.. tu, 
horror aohool. A. A. Jack credited LeFanu ae a liter-
ary 1ouroe for Charlotte Bronte•e Jane lyre; vherea1 
lenton asserted that Emily Bronte'a Wu;hering He1ghta 
owes its greatest villain in fiction from LeFanu's aroh 
Y1lla1n Dwyer in The Bridal 21. Carrlgvarah published 
1n hia Purcell ,Pape.r.a ( 18J8). 
LeF1anu peroei ved the essential impersonality ot 
the author, always aoting a.a a deta.ohed chronicler rath-
er than a sympathizer of opinion. He saw distinctly that 
all manifestations of lite and thought are equally eli-
gible as subject matter for the artist. Being inclined 
by temperament to strangeness and gloom, he decided to 
be an interpreter ot those powerful feelings and fre-
quent happenings whloh attain terror rather than tran-
quillity and pain rather than pleasureo 
LeFanu studied the human mind rather than just the 
asages of Gothic fiction and worked with an analytical 
-c. ,:'! 
• 
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bow·ledge ot terror•• true 1ouroe1. Ila grandeur ot 
eyot:eiHrn anti perve1rsity, to the level of art1et1c,ally 
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ting, one notices an evolution away from dependence for 
ett,eot upon the rigged aupernatu,ral and toward a reoog-
n1 tlon or the 1mpu.lse to evil, the uncontrollable un .. 
oonsc1oua. 
LeFanu'• literary generalog1 can be traced with ap.-
parent ease. Radol1fte is the progenitor of everything 
that may be termed romantic in h1m-h1a gloomy heroes, 
his heroines in flight from ruthless persecutors, his 
oastlea falling into ruin, and his tondneas tor picturing 
Nature in her sombre and menacing moods. 
In the Gothic tradition of Melmoth and Heatholitt, 
LeFanu'a protagonists are men divided against themselves. 
Byronic in character, they ultimately are the cause of 
their own obliteration. S1las·1s neither the wooden herQ 
nor the diabolical villain of early Gothic novels; how-
ever he does possess the gloomy, ambitious, and anti-
social qualities that strongly savor of the typical By-
ronic heroo LeFanu•s characters~ on the whole, are eith-
er impelled.by vengeance or tortured by ramoreeo Most ot 
them, of course, are in some way abnormal~set apart from 
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lhe 001111un1 t1 by •o•• Ceteot ot Ceaperaaenl. R11 po:r-
tr a y t.1. 1 o f }1 t1 ma. n n.1t t :1 r n 1 n c 1 t1 d e I tho 1 8 ore a tu re a w 111 oh 
present aome mor1tal or a~lr1tt1ul Browr1e 
maintained LeFar1u could deaor1be the grcJtea(1ue 1 r1 r10-
i1on lly1th the preo1a1on of an alienist. •79 A.a an art-
1et in the dramatio use ot ev1l 1 LeFanu rank• with Lewi•, 
Maturin, and James. 
Uncle Silas 1a the only novel of LeFanu•e wh1oh 11 
1t111 fairly well known. Frederick Shroyer writes that 
LeFanu's Silas "is one ot the most etteotive, gripping 
novels of terror~a true Gothic novel~eYer written.•80 
There lingers in his novels and tales a pervasive ele-
ment of inspiration drawn from folklore, balladry, and 
the tale of terror. or course, the presence ot this in-
tluence does not make LeFanu a conso1oua imitator or 
Gothic fiction. It means only that he gleamed from the 
Gothic tradition certain devices oonduoive to spectacu-
lar terror. Inclined to vivid descriptions, he dis-
covered in romance effective means to arrange intensely 
sensuous details of sight and sound. Whan Maud Ruthyn 
and her cousin Milly set out for •the blackberry dell 
(198), while at Bartram-Haugh, she describes her dis-
coveries: 
We go~--at last into a picturesque dingle; the grey rocks peeped from a-
'I , 
, 
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•one the tern, and •·114 flower•, 
and. t:1" otepo or Ar)ft IJWarcl r1long 
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11nee Maud Ru th,n aarratea the atory 1.n heP &ID 
words, ahe reveals to the reader as muoh about heraelt 
and her own JJ8Jl"c11olo,i;Y as sr1e does tr1ose w}10 surround 
her. The technique or narrating moat of the tales in 
the f1ret person heightens the tension eTen more. Aa 
hie work develops, he begine more and more to take the 
reade:r' ir1aide his c}1aracters, 1;o take a paychologic.al 
interest in what la happening within the minds of those 
who are terrorized and v1ct1m1zed by toroea Which they 
cannot control. In LeFanu the reader is confronted by 
·~ the paradox of an author who wrote in a manner not typ-
., 
1oal of his Victorian contemporaries, for his inspira-
tion welled up from sources which lay deeper in the re~ 
ceases of his mind than the influenee of Collins and Rea4e 
had ever penetrated. Launching his literary career a 
half century after the Gothic bud had withered, LeFanu 
was compelled to exercise the utmost sophistication in 
his treatment of the grotesque. In his f1ct1onj the 
spectres and fiends of Gothic romance lose their makeap 
of infernal brimstone and acquire the. manners and ges-
' 
' ' ·~ 
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lure• ot the Derby1h1re peaaantry. 
·he or O t· • a q ll a F' r Q r-1 Cl·, ll.l ("' p; fJ • l.{ n I q rn ,n " C _ V- U . - \ .. 1 U .- j ~ n _) .i .:..i (A .~ .... ' i ;~.(A\, •. { __ .... ~-l! \.) d e 1 lt 1~: C) u g : e r r e, , P:t wh o 
81 wae perhapa LeFanu'e moat powe1"ful creation.• AB tr1e 
nightmarish governess, who completely terror1zea Maud at 
Knowl and later at Bartram-Haugh, de la Roug1erre 1a al 
hateftil f1s sY1e is hoI'rir)le. From the moment ?,{aud catohea 
eight of her, L·eFanu presents }1er as t}1e ernbodiment of 
evil. The imagery vh1oh surrounds the governess contri-
butes largely to the symbolic meaning. Maud T1ewa her 
as an wapparition, u wa large-featured, smirking phantom,• 
11.leualnian priestess," •an evil spiri tu wl10 ~'was devour-
ing all that was passing ••• She was transformed into a 
great gaping reptile (2.5). • The effect of such a choice 
of images ia obvious: it reinforced the impression ot 
Madame de la Rougierre as a monster. LeFanu•a grotesque 
T1lla1ness is more comfortable with the dead than the 
living. Her cavorting 1n the Church Scarsdale oemetary 
reveals her obsession with necrophilia: 
'Don°t you love the dead 9 oheaile? I will teach you to love themo You 
shall see me die here today, for half 
an hour, and be among them. That is 
what I love (34)0 1 
LeFanu pointing to nature 0 s desertion of suoh a spot adds 
. to 1 ts macabre: 
· 80. 
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lotb the • 1111'!! t t 4t_ rt , __ , '-i ,. .- , Du ~~a-,llj,t.1 (_·,\,1.~ 1-.;,,_ to hor-
r1!y through ar1 abBorption in the fsrote!3c11.1e.. L.~Fa.r1u' • 
eaployment of the groteaqu.e le a necessary starting 
point1 for a full under a tandln.g of moat of hie f 1ct1on. 
Xadame de la Rout·~ierre A1.rer1 calls herself "Madame la 
Jlorgue-Mra. Deadhouee (J-4)l N 
To an 1mpre1s1onab!e 1eTenteen-7ear olc:t, Xaad qu1at .. 
ly 1d1alikes, diatruata, and teare (18) 1 her governess with 
an "enormous mouth, bald head ••• and long, lank legs, like 
a witch Joining a Walpurgie ()4). 11 The house keeper, 1i!rs. 
rtu.sk, & dome8t1e ak1lltully porirayed as a cynical wit, 
reacts Yiolently to such an 1ha.nn1mal 1 in the house. She 
not only mocks her by calling her "Madame Rougepot (30)• 
but also reports that "she eats like a wolf (18)0~ In 
folklore Satan is often a wolf. In fact in the Middle 
Ages, the devil became known as the "Arch-Wolf, 1 the 
1 aoul-robb1ng wolf, fl and the iiwolt of hello 1182 The wolf 
as a symbol was originally associated with light and pro-
creation on the one hand, and darkness and death on the 
othero In the latter association he had a position of 
great dignity as psychopomp~ 83 Whe~ the wolf 8 s symbolic 
status degenerated, especially in the Middle Ages, he came 
81 
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In the final dialogue betvoen Maud ar1d .Maclame, the goveri-
aeae retorts 1 you joln to hunt me away troa your house 
like wo1 f ( 418). • Thus, Le Ft1nu haa g1 ven to h1 a v1lla1ne1• 
not only El maact1line, gr'otes'..1 1.1e BJJIJear'Etnce but also t~1e de-
atruot1ve animal nature through the controlling 1uuige of 
the wolf. 
'?o 1ntens1fy the eT11 mach1nat1ona ot Madame, Lehna 
aaee Lady Knollys, Monica's elder cousin, as a vehicle for 
the •saucy talks., in the novel. All t:1e biogra1Jhers of 
LeFanu mention that Maud's governess had a prototype tor 
aome of her physical an~. mental ohars.cter1at1ce in tha 
person of a Swiss governess who had terrorized LeFanu 1n 
his early childhood. LeFanu prese11ts Madame as •tall, 
masou11ne, a little ghastly With great bands of black 
hair, too thick and blaok to correspond with her bleached 
and sallow skin (19)." As the story unfolds, the reader 
discovers she is addicted to laudanum, drinks excessively, 
and is bald. The last tact could easily point to effects 
trom venerial disease. 
Lady Knoll7s! treatise on governesses vents LeFanu•s 
distress: 
82 
A. go•eme11 aa1 be a u1etul or a 
Yery uoele1e person; but ahe may 
a l n c) b A a. 1J () \J t t 11 f:; m o n t TJ e r r1 1 c 1 o ua 
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ne r a, r,nd hea. ven k.nowa vha t be-
e 1de (45). ;, 
lat1rloal Mra. Ruak adda to the d1atruet ·b7 intro-
duo1ng her dislik.e for f oreie,nere: 
1 I wor1der wr1y l1cJr1est Englieh girl• 
won't answer the gentry for gover-
nesses, instead of them gaping, 
echoming, wicked furrinera? Lord 
forgi' me, I think they're all a-
like (19).' 
Ae to her moral character, Lady Knollya infer• 
there is a lesbian perversity in Madame after interro-
gating Maud's personal maid about the governess's (SJ-54) 
aleep1ng habits. 
LeFanu's taste for graveyard lore contributes an 
1Dord1nate number of burials, funerals, or cemetery 
rendezwous to many ot his tales and noTels. Even when the 
aett1ng is not sepulchral, the figure of a oorpae is not 
tar from LeFanu•s mind. LeFana masters the ecology ot 
terror: the whole environment surrounding an event elab-
orates the original shock of intrigue or violence. 
Scenes of discovery effectively challenge LeFann•s 
ability to awaken a sense of terror. Again, this Gothic 
terror goes beyond mere sensationalism. Notice, for ex-
ample, the attempted murder ot Maud in the Charke 1 s death 
' 
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ohaaber. The tull 1.apaot or th11 ep11ade 4epen41 nol 
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but upon r-1alf-oertain. e.XJJectatlor1a. ThA detall.n or the 
d1aooYery are more fr1ghten1r1g beoau1e the reader aua-
peote from ti1e 0 1.,itaet that 81lae and Dudley, planning 
drugged body of the governess ir1stea.(1 (426). The hurnan 
bOdy, mult1lated or deoomposed, is one ot the 1tandard 
propert1e1 or Ooth1o terror. Fully aware of ite poten-
tial, LeFanu employs this piece of mRchinery to the beat 
adTantage. The success of the ecex1e lies in 1 ts balance 
ot surprise and suspense. Having implied the nature ot 
Silas's previous or1me, LeFanu eonoeals as auch as poa~ 
a1ble and withholds the complete resolution until the 
attbordinate effects of suspense are achieved. At ever1 
iurn the reader expects to confront evidence of the ter~ 
r1ble fate of Mr. Charke, but this dire prospect is no, 
soon fulfilled. 
The darkness whioh permeates the aoene adds to !ta 
ettect. Once Maud 1 a candle had burned out, the action 
-reveals itself primarily through sound--the crunching ot 
a saw on the roof top, the grating of bars, the faint 
continued rumbles 1n a distanto No light is admitted 
until the suspense bailds to a cr1s1.s; then LeFa.nu allows 
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th• gleam or faint moonlight to pla:, oYer the 1oen1. 
The d 1 ace r·n 1 t) 1 ~ a a an. sa 1n 
old pr~se, ehe witnessed the silhouette of a hammer, 
1
one 'Jnd whi c!l had been beaten out into a longish taper-
(426). 1 The revelation oomee suddenly: 1 he laid hie 
left hand over her taoe, [at ill thinking 1 t was Maud I a] 
and nearly at the ea.me inst.ant there oame a scrunching 
blow; an unnatural shriek (426).• In ap1te of the pro-
t~sion or startling incidents, LeFanu here uses the teoh-
n1oa.1 apparatus of senaat1onal1am to provake horror and 
auapenae. The :focus shifts from the unexpected to the 
terrible, thus giving the scene an intensity and power. 
The distinction between astonishment and terror be-
ooaes sharply pronounced when the reader considers Le-
ranu•s element of the grotesl(ue 1n his novel. Go'thio 
grotesquerie deforms the texture of human experience 
and distorts the natural character of human responses. 
A highly specialized variety of sensationalism, the 
grotesque is distinguished by its morbid absorption 
in the abnormal and perverse. To the dislocation ot 
logical order which characterizes all forms of sensation-
alism, the grotesque adds an interest in certain kinds ot 
'· 
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lnoongr-u1 t:,, r·eaarkable tor iha1r oapao1 ty to pro•ot.e hor-
ror. Al t}1n'.!F"h hie ep1r1ted 1mag1nat1on preaer•• h1• troa 
the ex c o o t j o B o :· lJ e w 1 n t) r H r1 t 1.1 r 1. r1 , IJeFanu oocasionallv 1n-..,, 
troduoea the groteeq~e to achlev~ 1.~ n 1 m ·n fit ; 1' , .'. l, 1 · p (_.'\_ i, "' ....,-._ w .. ; .... ~ .,_ ...... l Its \.J _,, ()V6r-
whelming effect or horror and fright. To g1Te hia noTela 
their horrific balance, LeFanu aeaemblee nearly all the 
atandar'd equipment of Gotl1ic grotesq.u.erie: ead1at1o bru-
tality, mental lmba.lanoe, sexual abr1orm.ality, rnutilation 
and d1sf1gurat1on. Madame de la Rougierre and D1ckon 
Hawkes, Silas's miller, are LeP'anu•s greatest oreat1ona 
of groteaquerie. As com.moners, though, theee brutal 
people somehow have the knowledge and ability to deal 
with lite on its own terms, fighting back against their 
own o1roumstanoes. 
The character of Dud.ley Ruthyn 11 interesting tor 
the skill with which LeFanu presents the indefinable type 
ot ma.n whose good looks do not neutralize an inherent 
lClfDess and a corresponding vulgar1ty--a vulgarity whioh 
pervades his dress, his demeanor, even his walk. The 
boorishness of Dudley are strongly contrasted with refined 
viciousness ot his father. Of all LeFanu•s types of hu-
man iniquity, Silas is the ·moat fearful and most awe-1n-
spiringo Maud 0 s only knowledge of her anti-social uncle 
w~s from a portrait which hung in a room at the Knowles-
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'late. In teep1ng w1 tb popala.r Qotblo trepplng1-the 
po r t r r1 1 t m (} t 1 r , ti~ !'~ a ~1 u t r 1 e o to I ho v tr a o e a o r r or m ~ r 
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penury, all conepire,j to prer,ont 
ot a gentleman who la obliged to l1Ye at Bartram-Haugh 
1n a kind of pr1Tate hell of hie own mak1.ng. 
From tr1e rnomer1t 1~B.'1ci mBetB her uncle, the reader 11 
oonatantly reminded or hie unnH.tt1r-~11 1Jnllor: "A f£1ce like 
aarble, with a tearful monumental look, and for an old man, 
•1ngularly vivid strange eyes (192). • With h1a blaot 
clothes and snow}' linen Silas seemed: "like an apparition 
1n blaok and white, bloodless, fiery-eyed (196). 111 The 
conversation of this old man Maud described as •easy, 
polished, and cold; but this artificial talk •.• like a 
streak of angry light, would suddenly gleam aoaa dismal. 
thought of religion (26). 1 
.I Most terrorizing or all are his baletal eyes wit~ 
their peculiar light resembling "the sheen of intense 
moonlight on burnished metal (261).u Several aspects ot 
technique relate th1s .. ·deacript1on to the Gothic tradition. 
The light and dark arrangements remove all color from the 
scenes and, consequently, all emotions naturally associ-
ated with color: warmth, energy, and vitalityo 
LeFanu is dealing ironically with the impending doom 
·. - '· ... 
11'- ,-, 
Which 1eem1 to lie at the oenter ot llte. Ia 111• de-
pre s e r1 t 1 r 1 to~ t(r 8ft ed. 
1'1 th1r1 the conf inea of Gc)t}·11 c oonTentlon, Leranu 
maneuvers with exoept1on,al ak1.ll. Re oontrole the stan-
dard devlces of terror with a poise tf\..Bt auggeet these 
arts cJ1rr1e effo1'tlest1ly and 1nst1nctlvely to him. What-
" ... 
eYer tl1e inherent 11ml ta tions of the genre, }1owever, one 
auat admire the dexterity with which LeF&nu arranged aJ'Xl 
adapted the conventions or the Gothic tale and the 1n-
apirat1on w1 th which he revitalized and refurbished 1ta 
mood. 
Peter Penzoldt calla Lera.nu, 1 the Irish Wilkie Col~ 
lins;"85 I would like to reverse this title and call Col-
lins the "Irish LeFanu." Since LeFanu published his novel 
in weekly installments, in the same way Collins did The 
-Moonstone, it is discernible to study their parallel liter-
ary oareers and influences. I contend that Collins was 
tam111ar with Uncle Silas (1864) and had every opportu-
nity to read his works repeatedly. Ellis has already 
proved that LeFanu had many of his stories published by 
Collins and Dickens. This fact supports my theory0 
As to incidents, settings, and the commitment of 
murder, Collins studied LeFanu 0s Silas. First off there 
·,aa. 
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11 the OODT1r .. t1on ot Oouatcn Mon1oa with Maud t. rather 
~ abot1t MJ111c1 1 o being auoh •a dowdy ••• Such a du1tJ and 1t 
1 e r o a 11 y a u ch a :J 1 t y ; f or n he ' s 11 v (' r y pre t t y ore a t ure • 
While this la 1n progress, Mon1ca. 1 e 
ta1n Oakley, 1e playing b1111arda1n the next room. Oak-
ley ls easlly Geoffrey Ablewhite 1 a counterpart in 1'pe 
Moonstone, who triea to rnf1rr·2t his cousin Verinder. He 1a 
known to live a wild life, quick to gamble as does Geof-
trey. Colline reverses the situation and allows ugly 
Roseanna to overhear Franklin Blake•a denu.no1at1on other 
to the domestic Betteredge. 
Betteredge•s reunion w1~h Mr. Blake takes place at 
the Sh.1ver1ng Sands where Rosanna ls so shy and dumb-
struck at his appearance. LeFa.nu has ooueins Milly and 
Maud exploring the Bartram grounds when they !ind scenery 
4eepened into solemn forest: 
.;Bi -
.. 
I sat, enjoying the grand sylvan soli-
tude, the dark background and the grey 
bridge mid-way, so tall and slim 9 across 
whose ruins a sunbeam glittered, and the 
gigantic forest trees that slumbered 
round, opening here and there in dusky 
vistas, and breaking in front into de-
tached and solemn groupso It was the 
setting of a dream: ot romance ( 204-20 5 )·. 
Collins, likewise~ has the Shivering Sands on the Verin-
der estate and just as difficQlt to reach at this spot. 
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lo1anna go,, tti.re to dreaa ot l'Oll&Doa. lfben N1ll1 re-
turr~i; v1. tr·1 ~~':tt·icl I e c11,,.aw1ng equipment, they arn encot1nter-
e d l) \' 
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M 111 y and I we re 8 t El 11 d 1 n F'.P ' (> Jr t ~: l B t 1 El e , 
but eho only BtHred at him, tongue-tied, 
he r c 2: e e ,'.~ n r i1 t ~-: e r r 1 u eh e d , and }1 e I" e ye a 
... • I" ~: ,..., o··. t 1 n 1 ; ( ? /\ (J ) 
't' 0 , .,_ .,4,,- .-,J., "- U >' " 
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Try1nf~ to t1\:1ce r11s ir1volTementa with the theft ot 
,he moonstone, Blake goes to Dr. Candy's aaeiatant, Esra 
Jennings who explains the etteats a,nd reactions under the 
influence of laudanum. Not only 1a Sila.e an addict to 
laudanum but also small doses are tal~en by Ma.dame de la 
aougierre. Doctor Bryerly, the Swedenborgian companion 
ot Maud's rather, tells Maud to •read DeQuino1 1 e 1 0p1ua 
later. 1 I knew two cases 1n which the qt1antity exceeded 
DeQuincy•e (234)." Jennings takes DeQuincy•s book from 
the shelf, giving it to Blake, he said, 1Take the book 
away with you, and read it. 1186 
' 
The final, but most important piece ot evidence, was 
the death chamber of disquised Geoffrey Ablewhite. The 
room he was given is a garret with "a trap~door in the 
ceiling, leading to the root.n87 The Charke and Rou-
g1erre death chamber was described and entered from the 
trap-door in the ceiling:-.. (426) o Madame waa bludgeoned 
to death in .. Maud Os bed tfhile Goeffrey was smothered to 
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death v1 th a p1.llaw trom b11 b·e4. ltu471,n.g Leranu• 1 
VO 'f'' \: fl '1: ·1 tJ ') ··1 A f' ..,. ......... 
-'!, .• l,._,,~-i..1 or1e to identify thoee element• hie !lo-, 
t 1 on o hare o 1 n t r1 f~ w or' 1': a o t c) t tier l1 o t :11. c n c1 v el e • 
When LeFanu ohoae to write as a rn.B. t1.11'e .r1rtiat, h1a 
111.bordination of Gothic aot1fa to the demands of theme 
enabled hlrn to create meaningful symbols a.nd to proJeot 
1n to the 11 teral ac tior1 a dimension of myth. The ooa-
preaaion of his vision into symbols outs one in mind ot 
twentieth-century novelists: Ir1a Murdock, Tru.man Capote, 
Carson MoCullera, even though his attraction to the tale 
ot terror connects hin1 With a tradition already passe 1n 
his own time. LeFanu•s stories and tales gave him facil-
ity in the handling or Gothic material, allowing h1m to 
elaborate 1n a more ample literary form. He gained the 
• 
power to intensify visual effects through the contrast 
of light and shadow and the ability to probe abnormal 
states of consciousness in a manner foreign to most Vic-
torian fiction. The development or LeFanu•s t1ct1on de-
scribes an increasingly more resourceful and more imagina-
tive adaptation of Gothic convention. His influence alone 
on contemporary authors entitles him to a petter place in 
the literary world. 
Before the nineteenth century comes to a close, the 
11terary master of fiction, Henry James, lfho knew the tra-
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41t1on• ot the Oothlo noTel, took 1t1 ba11o oon•ent1oa1 
old Gotr11c1am, wr11le adding t:le terz~or~n 
1o1em vh1oh, like the new psychology of the period, re-
Tea.led tr1e worse horror was to find oneeelf locked w1th1.D 
the fr i g }1 t e r1 i n v c 1-1 t1rn b e r' s o !" t 1 1 e m 1 n d .• In ma :.z t nr' t hA ee 
·~~ 
oba ng e a , Jame s was de v e 1 op 1 n &~ t }1 o s e f ea t 1.11., e B t ~ : El t on e a. a-
1 o o 1 ates most closely with h1a art-reduced external ac-
tions, a central problem of Judgment, and a point of view 
that adm1 ts the reD.der to the rn1ncia of h1e characters. 
The moat intriguing of James•s works, The Turn of the 
lore,.- was written 1n 1898 when the author was at the height 
of his career, developing his style and themes to mature 
excellence. Through the recorded though.ts and observa-
tions of the governess at Bly, as well as her discussions 
with Mrs. Grose, a confidante of major concern, James re-
vealed a young woman's gradual unawareness of the ironies 
of her experience. The manner of telling includes subtle 
irony which, combined with vivid imagery, makes this story 
dramatically effective. In his presentation of her grow-
ing unawareness ot the truth about herself, James has two 
stories to tell: the story told from the point of view 
of the character ant the story to be deduced by the read-
er. It is the process of telling, the central conscious-
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•••• tech.n1que, tbat aak•• Jaae1• 1 repreaeni&t1on ot tell 
life µrovcic&t1.ve,1y and styl1at1oally un1f1ed. 
filfrefa.ce~ tJameti tel.la of h1e hab1t, dur-
1Dg through the atreete of the c1ty for exercise, amuse~ 
men t, and most tmportan t, for 1mpreee1ona. Ja.mea found 
the lr1lt1a1 requisite for the central conao1ousneea char-
acter there: •some individual sensitive nature or fine 
88 a1nd, some amall obscure intelligent creature.• In the 
oaae ot the sensitive mind, James created h1a goYernese. 
The ooneo1ousne1s ot the oharaoter 1n relation to her aita .. 
ation provides the connection or awareness !or the reader. 
Once the reader has a view of the central character auff1-
o1ent to induce confidence, the author introduces the read-
er to the world confining the governess. The reader ob-
aerves this world only through the perceptive eyes of the 
oentral oonsc1ousness. 
In this work, the aathor has eaiabl1ahed a chain of 
sympathy from himself and, thus, to the reader. The ~se 
of the confidante, Mrs. Grose, is an essential ingredient 
to the central oonsoiousness technique, for it is to the 
confidante that the po1nt-ot~v1ew character reveals her-
self. 
Henry James•s Gothic governess made her appearance 
.. , .... ',., 
!' 
tn The !"t,trn ot the So,-•w, ••r1&11sed 1n Ooll1i,r• ! 1'tttk-
1. V .·· I"'~ (•·1 .... ; p r1.' n .,... ,, ....., ,,., A· pr 1 1 , ' l p ~., 8 9 
.:...,,J._ .ia ~. .) ,d I. < ,1, • · ,, < l , ,J I.~ ( - . ..._ . J.. () ' . • } -I ) • By tho turn or the 
rev1ewera and 
'De 1/ 1. nn ing 
ot a critical confusion which has continued to the pres-
ent day. In the great controversy between thos~ vho have 
found the ghosts objective reality and thoee who have re~ 
garded them as hallucinations in the mind of the gover-
ness, every phrase, every sentence has been channeled th11 
way and that for an exam1nat1on of its 1mpl1cat1ona. From 
1ta inception, it has been read ae a ghost story. Rebeooa 
West in 1916 spoke for most of the critics when she oal.led 
it 1 the best ghost story in the world. •90 This interpre-
tation, through the years, was developed in all direc-
tions: the children had been sexually corrupted by the 
ghosts; the story was a symbolic projection ot metaphysi-
cal import interpreted metaphorically; it was a symbolic 
Christian version of the struggle between good and evil. 
In the 1920 1a Edna Kenton shifted the emphasis to 
the governess rather than upon the children or the ghosts. 
It is the Kenton thesis that the ghosts and the children, 
the pictorial isolation are the poignant dramatizations 
of the governess•s H11ttle personal mystery, figures for 
the ebb and flow of the troubled thought within her mind, 
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aot1111 oat ber 1toJ7.191 
Branching rroa the lentoa the111 wa1 ld.llW\d V111on, 
Who at·idlfld the goYerneae as •a r1eurot10 o.aae of ee.xual 
Q'J re J) r e B H : o :1 w .i. t : 1 t : 1 ,~ ~: 11 cJ o t s a. a ! 1 f\ r r1 t1 11 u. c 1 n n t 1 on o . • ~. £. L 1.ke 
lenton, W1laon 1na1ata that nobody except the governea1 
aeea the ghosts. 
~ying to bala.noe the or1t1o11m, r. o. Xa,th1e11en 
in 1941+ cau t 1 oned tl1e over-in terpre ta1ona vi th the rr.u-
93 41an approach. 
In his oollectlon, The Ghostly Tales of Henry Jam.ea, 
Leon Edel gave the peychologica.l readings a reapeotab111 ty 
by suggesting three levels of interpretations: aa a ghoat 
1tory; aa a deeply fascinating psychological oase (the 
governess); and as a biographical proJaotlon of J~mes•a 
1ovn haunted mind.• 94 
Refuting the Freudian analyses is Robert W. Heilman, 
who professes "the Judeo-Chr1st1an myths or Eden, the Fall, 
&Rd the Redeemer.•95 
Oritice have given James•s tale a higher degree ot 
attention than has been given any other short work of 
fiction during the sixty-five years of its publication. 
The critical readings, and many misreadings, are, in a 
sense, the greatest tribute to Jamas 0s artistic genius 
and his perception of the relationship whioh the writer 
. ·- _ ... , 
I 
I 
01.n ••tabl 11h between the reader and the 1to'7. 
ohronolog1oal eleme11t1 to make more dl:'fic 1J1t tl1e rfllld-
er• e perception of the character or the governeas. There 
are, eo t 1.J Bf)eflk, t}11~ee narrators in the atory. The f1ra, 
11 an un1•entif it3d r1r1.rrr1. to1~ wl10 tAlls abo11t anot!1er per-
aon, Douglas. Douglas, 1n turn, takes over the narrative, 
briefly talking about a ghoat story 1v1th a turn of the 
screw.• Then there is the governess and her personal 
narrat1Te. 
LeFana, Radol1tte, and Collins, moat likely, would 
have been quietly pleased with the components of The Turn 
ot the Screw. Surely they would have seemed familiar to 
them. In the first place, James very carefully forces 
,he reader into the past. In doing so James keot his 
governess's personality undefined. She 1a never seen 
trom the outside exoept in the prologue. Neither author 
t,.,, nor other characters give the reader any ready-made per-
aonali ty of the governess. This is accomplished by the 
A ,; ,\ introductory tete-a-tete which throws a perplexity over 
things to come. 
Narrating his story with reluctance, Douglas test1-
.. ties that the governess was a calm, mature woman of thirty 
•• 
. ' . 
. i 
When he tnev her. Another t111e 1.ap1e 11 ••14enoed 1n 
that t:1e ~~overr1e0n vaa only twenty while engaged at Bl7 
• 8 ta t e . Gr 1 r r i n 1" e '. ) () r t ~J t ! l.' L t D r) ll rt l fl 8 !1 on rd e d }11 a e e Ore t 
96 t or I r or t y ye a r H • 1 " The r' c ( t ci c r· 1{ r 1 <J 1, a that t 11 e p: o v e rn e a 1 
baa been dead tor "ffenty years, bat sending 11er manusor1pt 
to Douglas before she 41ed (12). 
T'he r lra t narra. tor, pree,1mably hae published the IYIDll--
1oript which he received upon D0t1~~las 1 s death. Apparently 
there is an u.nknown time lapse between Douglas's demise 
and the n,arra t1on or the 1 I • or the tale. Thia unknown 
!actor in the retroepeot1on la in keeping with James'• 
developing uncertainty throughout the story. In all e-
vents at Bly have been pushed back fifty years. 
Readers often become so engrossed 1n the ghosts and 
the children that they forget about this deliberate, elab-
orate frame. The time schema is extremely pertinent. For 
one thing it establishes that Douglas's testimony is based 
!..· on the personality of the governess as it was ten years 
after the events of the story. The reader is explicitly 
told that at twenty she knew little of the world, emerging 
from a cloistered Hampshire vicarage, 1the youngest of sev-
eral daughters of a poor country parson (15).• The narra-
tive emphasizes her rusticity and unworldiness: she had 
never seen herself in a full-length mirror (23); she had 
never seen or read an eighteanth-=>century novel (89 )·; or 
she has never seen a play (56). Added to these insights 
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11 the •1gn1t1oant taot ,ba, lh• ba1 reoe1••4 her poa1-
t1on fro::: a myntor1oua and handsome gentleman 1n Rarl17 
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g1Yen to her ao governeaa; ahe Ms •supre!lle authority• and 
11&y not commnlcate with her employer (19). 
Since s}1 e ~l El 0 
.... !. ..::J ar1 1 n t e r1 a e c1 .-~ s 1 r e to proTe heraelf a 
oapable woman, she is only too willir1,~; to a.osume tl11s re-
apona1b111 ty. 1be oruo1al problem becomes one of seeing 
the governesa in her context ae •young, untried, nervous 
(18)M as contrasted to Douglas's Viewpoint of her a1 the 
•moat charming, moat agreeable• governess he had ever 
known (12). 
The governeee•s aocount other stay at Bly 1a riddled 
with inconsistencies. There are moments when she speou~ 
latee and she assumes-and what she first states as fanoy 
she later states as tact. What happens, by her own ao-
count, is a story of her pulsating sense or 1nsecur1t7 
and her fanciful speculations about the governess Who 
preceded her, Miss Jessel, and the valet, Peter Quint, 
with whom Miss Jessel was intimate. 
James preys on the reader• s susceptibility to r11mor 
and uncertainty. In doing so he establishes the motif 
of appearance and reality. As a result, he has made the 
• 
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eaot1onal etreot1 ot h11 atory •••• aore tntrlgu1ngly 
elerner1te appear more natural. 
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•••• Quint, Y1ew1ng him only from tr1<\ waist up, ~~t:e doea 
Dot know that 1t 1& Qu1nt, or that he 1s a ghost. 
On the spot there came to me the 
added a~ock of a certitude that 1t 
was r1ot for me he 11£1cl come there. He 
h.ad come for' someone else., 
The J'laa}-1 of t}11s kr1owledf~e-for 
'··-1 twas knowledge 111 the miclst of 
dread-produced in me t~1e rnost ex-
traordinary effect, started, as I 
stood there, a sudden vibration ot duty and courage (50)G 
One must be cognizant of receiving from the gover-
ness her interpretation of what she saw or imagined. 'l'he 
reader is entirely in her mind. She has seen a stranger 
and she doea not know that he 1s anything but a man; he 
resembles the man seen on the tower (40). To her "he had 
come tor someone else.• In her retelling this experience 
to Mrs. Grose, she describes Quint as 1look1ng like an 
actor (56)." When Mrs. Grose echoes NAn actor (56)! 1 , 
the governess answers NI•ve never seen one, but so I sup-
pose them (56). 1 To say the least these are assumptions 
the governess appropriates. 
The house at Bly, in keeping with the shadow-reality 
motif, is one with many ~indovso Quint, whether standing 
at the embrasure of the tower battlements in the goldan 
~] 
. \ 
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·~· 
retleot1on ot • late June afternoon 1k1 '•• d1t1n1te •• 
i 1 . ' ;···· ti f A II r r·O 1111 th 1 t u·p t Jt , or· raseu ~ · e wa 1 
(49) • by t!!" 
"' 1 1 p: r1 t () r a grey clay, 
or on the 1talroane ln the cold, faint 11K~t or th~ win-
dow aboTe him, with the 10,wer part of hla body loet in 
shadow while the upper part of h11 body le mirrored 1n 
the v1r1dow on the oak. oc)lis!-:ed BtH.lr (r:)l) or once more 
at the embrasure this time in the moonlig~t, or finally 
again at one of 1 the frames and squares or the great v1.n-
4ow (178)" with his livid face continually returning to 
Y1ew like a luridly reflected object seen 1n fitful flash-
es of lightning, la on each of his appearances like a 
gleaming picture or a retleot1on. 
The motif is played jast as strongly with the oo-
currencea of Miss Jessel, who appears in her black dress 
where the ttold treesN and •thick ahubbery'' make 111 a great 
and pleasant shade• by the lake (66). In the second scene, 
the lake, seen by twilight, becomes a different kind ot 
shadow-place, a "grey pool with its blank, haunted edge 
(159)." The woman, who sits at the bottom of a dark stair-
case (96) or the specter bent over a schoolroom table in 
•e1ear noonday light (129)N 1n a strangely immovable posi-
tion, is like a ShadOWo 
When she engages her fantasy about the master, im-
-
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ag1n1ng h1• appearing •at a turn ot a path <,9) 1 to 1a1le 
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1 my 1mag1.nat1on had, 1n a flaah, turned real (40). j!f In 
the romantic draina forming lteelr 1n her 1aag1nat1on, he 
also ·oecomen t}1r~ villain w11oae evil dee1gne aga1net the 
ch 11 d re I 1 1 n he r c 11 El r r: e s 11 e 1 a 11 e 1" o i c El 11 2f re s 1 8 t 1 n g • Fan-
taey seems to be reality tor her. Anything and everything 
does happen in her mind. The attentive reader must ob-
aerve tr1a t he ls alwa)ra in the realm of the euppoei t1oua. ~ 
It la the governess who invents the theme of the domestic 
aerYanta evil designs upon the children. Even Mrs. Grose 
11 gullible 1n believing everything the governess tells 
her until she becomes auspicious enough toward the end ot 
the tale, separating Flora from the governess. 
Rot once in the entire story do the children see any-
thing strange or frightening. It 1e the governess's the-
ory that they see as much as she does and that they com-
municate with the dead. Thus, in reality two stories, and 
a story that foreshadows the p·roblems of the stream-of-
consciousness writer, are in The Turn of the Screw. 
Regardless of what any diagnosis of the governess 
might be, or any judgment of her cradibility as a reliable 
witness, there remains her sense of Gothic horror and the 
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eztent to Wh1ah 1t 11 oo .. tlD.loaH4 to the re,a4er. Ja.me1 '1 
aa~:ri·~f '. cent eticceos 1n the ta1k or al10 eTok1ng e•11 11 
aia. ri 1 r e a t e d t r1 t r: r~ r11 ,,: :·1 t i.:1, 1 r e, a 1 t u .c .. ·~ t : c) n c r ~ £1 t ~ cl r o r t he 
IC1lea, are holding oocmun1cat1ona vlth the dead eervant1 
under her very eyes ( 116-117). The horror 11ea 1n the 
duplicity of the chilcirer1-aa.1nta1n1ng their appearance 
ot perfect innocence while evil invades the schoolroom. 
A second representative passage is the confrontation ot 
Flora and the gOTernese at the lake: 
••• her incomparable ch1ld1eh beauty 
had suddenly failed, had quite van-
ished~ I've said it already--she 
was literally, she was hideously, 
hard; she had turned common and al-
most ugly ( 158) • 
Here again the horror 1s in the d1abol1ca.l skill which 
Flora ls able to maintain. It is a triumph of James•s 
art that he could give so much "pathological information 
about the governess without damaging her credibility tor 
many readers." 97 
In The ?sycholog1cal Novel, Edel comments on the 
.· 
point of view as a literary technique. This method pre-
sents certain limitations beyond which the author cannot 
go in showing his readers a character's relation to h1m-
selfo There are ~,o levels of awareness: the story the 
readers sees through the eyes of the observer and the 11-
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98 lwa1natlng obarao••r• ant the 1tor, to be 4tdaoed. The 
dedt;ctlon, or oouree, 11 the reader'• reapone1b111ty. In 
much of Jan:ee I ti wor¥. thnre le an 111 ueion of pereon&l1 \7, 
in that people are often not what they 6t'H'Jm. A great 
etroke of art1atry by Jamee was thie creatlon of 1llue1on, 
part1 cula.rl y around those characters vho narr·a te or from 
whose point of view the atoriee are told. Thua, 1t 11 ex-
tremely pertinent thnt the reader atr1p away this unreal-
ity 1n order to peroelve the true character. Careft1l read-
ing la required to notice dieorepanciee between that which 
actually happens and that whloh le reported by the narrator 
or point of view character. Critics and readers have often 
tailed to recognize such subtlety. In his progress of a 
growtng sensitivity toward the potentialities of a new psy-
chology of self, although as a writer he conceals a good 
deal more than he tells, James helped place Gothicism into 
the twentieth century with his taut, dramatic tale, The 
furn of the Screw. In dramatizing the plight ot a gover-
ness faced with physical embodiments of her own private 
drives and needs which aha yet refuses to reeognize, James 
not only created his most harrowing tale of self-deceptive, 
but introduced a theme that he returned to several times 
in his later works. The Turn of the Screw is the first of 
many stories centering aroWld the idea of the individual 
'1·. ·, .-
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11••· The grote1que ha1 4•••1ope4 1.n reepon11 to ,1w 
greH.t soclr1l cru1nFeo; yet 1f affront• one'• 1en1e ot 
established order. For tl1e creator of the grotesque, 
aan 1s an 1nextr1oable tangle c>f ra. ttcJnEll1 ty, 1rra-
t1onal1 ty, loTe and hatred, self-improvement and aelt 
destrt1ctlon. It is not wholly rortu1toue that the 
terms paradoxical, irony, ambiguity, and aynthes1a are 
,he staple terms of modern Gothic cr1t1c1am. 
Postulating a return to the novel of character, al 
1t le manifested in the works of Soott, Austen, and 
Bronte-nineteenth-century writers who were eo capable 
ot ohar1ty that they gave their people an independent 
existence in an external world-ls novelist and philos-
opher, Iris Murdoch. Because Murdoch clings to the be-
lief that people are unique and precious, and persists 
in our inhuman age to advocate the creation or such char-
acters, it should be 1llwn1nat1ng to examine her novels 
accordingly. Critics agree that Murdoch's most meaningful 
tlction was written 1n the decade of the 1960 1 s, earning 
her a place among the important British novelists. 
But Linda Kuehl maintains that she belongs to the 
nineteenth century to the extend that "she employs tradi-
' 
tional Gothic and narrative devices 00 despite her ability 
to "arrange her characters contrapuntally to illuminate 
the universal predieSiilent. 0 99 
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Chapter IT 
11.J'h an4 Ph1loaopbJ 
fowarda the encl or the nineteenth oentu.ry, the 
yet few vr1ter•. 111ot, Aueten, F1eld1r1g, anc1 Sterne, to 
name a f ev before Henry Jamee considered the novel ae a.n 
art :form or~ concerned tl1emsel vee at all w1 th 1 ta 1mpl1oa .. 
'tlons and possibilities. James ar1d Cc)n11 ad dominated the 
literary aoene, ue1ng the novel with new deliberation, 
exploring 1 ta value a and keenly rel1ah1.ng the posa1b11-
1 t1ea its sensitive and flexible medium offered both for 
oharacter1zat1on and artistic form. The literature of 
any per1o,d 1s never so completely self-contained as the 
literary ct1t1oa, eager to fit it into categories and 
classifications, could wish. There is a constant over-
lapping of styles and forms and what is rejected as out-
moded at the higher creative levels remains oft.en the 
foundation or· the writing ot a more popular kind. So 
that in the twentieth century thousands of novels con-
tinue to ofter the reader a straight-forward narrative, 
a well-knit plot, and recognizable characters. 
The grotesque, as a genre of modern literature, 
simultaneously confronts the antipoetic and the ugly 
and presents them as the closest one comes to the sub-
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One or the qu.al1 tie• that..,.. ber flto,a be1ng dll,• 
a11e~d 8r1n rl p.c1 .le 1~n i trt t ion or late n1neteenth-oen tury 
t1otlon, 111 vrltoB F'roder1ck J. Hoffman 11 her 1 r1oh 18-
100 Yent1Yene1e. 1 
In her n0Tel1, Mt1rdooh baa attempted through the u1e 
of a maaa or speo1f1c deta1la to oonatruot realistic r10-
tlonal worlds. 'The deta tle she eeleote for structuring 
her worlds, conaequent1y, perform additional function•: 
they serve ae allue1ona to other 11 terary w.orks and 
mythe. There can be no better testimony to the oonf1denoe 
Iris Murdoch felt in her artistry than her engaging habit 
ot admitting to her aourcea. Instead of trying to con-
ceal her sources, Murdoch has the fortitude in her novela 
to make her oharaotera mention her 1ntluenoea, as 1! she 
were inviting the reader to compare her art with theirs. 
In almost all instances her allusions can be seen asap-
propriate, usually thematically, to the work in which they 
appear. Murdoch's allusions, seen oolleot1vely, reveal 
her awareness of other cultures and literatures. 
It 1s in her Gothic nove, The Unicorn (1963) that 
Murdoch's literary characters reveal their influences from 
.· .• I LeFana and James • ... ,: . ' 
In her character Max Lejour, Murdoch has endowed some 
ot LeFanu•s personal traits. Both men became virtual re~ 
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olu••• atler tbe 4 .. th• ot their W1Tea: 101 Leranu' a 
works were wr1 t ten 1n 11. aet t1ng Tery a1a1la r to tl1e 
ono ln wYiic:: M1.1x and Effingham play chess late at n1,ghl 
T1ct1m (175), 1 LeFanu vae haunted by the thoughts of 
death during the last years of hie life. Extensive 
analo":ieo car1 lJe discerr1ed between The Unicorn and Le-,_..} 
J'anu 1 a Gothic novel, Uncle Silas. The latter novel con-
tains a French governess, Madame de la Rougierre, who 
11 nominally employed to tutor Maud Ruthyn, but aotually 
does little except terrify and·a1streat her. Madame de 
la Rougierre'a appearance and demeanor suggest Violet 
lveroreech's appearance and her treatment of Marian Tay-
lor: she constantly addresses Maud as Mchild, 1 squeezes 
her fingers in a brutal grip, but ·occasionally becomes 
102 very friendly and embraces her. 
Madame de la Rougierre sings a song about a lady 
with a pig's head, a detail which finds expression in 
Marian's fantasy that Peter Crean-Smith and Gerald Soottow 
will change the inhabitants at Gaze into swine (pp. 234, 
269). Madame de la Rougierre secretly obtains a key to 
Austin Ruthyn•s desk in order to examine his personal 
papers and twice tries to entice Maud from the family 
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e1tate 111 ,order to tldnap her. !h••• d1t.a1l1 reoall both 
the rn1nor oontretemp1 o•er f1ndtng the key to booi:oa10 
ti t C, n t e ( 2 2 ) and M1t r 1 an ' a at tempt , 
.1d.ed b "I ~ r ,,., ~. ,·, -·,. ,·,..,..., ~ O ' ' i ':-"- 1 ! ••·l· · 11 I · . .,;· j,.,., 4 ; ··"- • • ,"' , • < ., • .1 V •. 
In f u e 1 n g t 1·1 e n o v e 1 1 a c om JJ 1 e x. p ti t t e r~ r1 o f' t! tl r JJ 1 .. 1 ~ 1 ~ a and 
a1atakea le the principle that one'e oho1cee and even ()ne'a 
failure tc) c11c>oae, affect other ooeole. The love between .. ~ 
Juther.ing ~ie_if}1ts, 11 fa.r removed from ear·tl1l}r consldcra-
t1on. Like Lawrence's sacred lovers, B1rk1n and Ursula 
Brangwen, Effy aspires to spiritual heights. To recog-
nize this point is to begin to understand the kind of lan-
guage Murdoch uaea when he thinks of his enchantress: •The 
image of Hannah grew· in front of him like a great placid 
golden idol (91)." Murdoch's style is crisp and convention-
al. She shuns verbal ambiguities, describing thoughts, 
and paz,t1.mp.larly actions, .with precision and economy. She 
creates effects not by rhetoric but by juxtapositions ot 
scenes and actions. 
Attempting to exalt the power of ht1roan :feeling through 
language, Murdoch reveals Effy 1 s concern for Hannah's wel-
fare: 
I feel we must do something, anything ~ I 
' • ~ • , - : :~~ • ~ :' 
,, .... r*' . ~--... , " -.. , ... ..,., ........... ,...4r-,......--. ,:,:--,.:-"_ ....... _i,._.,..._~ ...... -,,.... .. ' ,, ...... , ....... ,,-_,,..,. ,. .. -.~ .. ,;_--· _,..,....._ .. -.t··t-v----~. to break this spell~ For it is a spell 
on all of us, we 8re all walking round and 
round in our alee~o And 1t 8 s a bad, un-
healthy spell,. ( 94). 
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through h011 o•er-ru.11ng 1nduoeaent, ltty baa olear at ... 
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After Hannah's death, unlike Heathcllff who wants to ea-
brace ~110 dead Catherine, he felt 1 He waa being 1n the 
cc,urae of Born~ r:.ithleas rite of purif1oat1on, a1mply clear-
ed away (272). 1 
Murdoch, like Jamee•a John Marcher, haa Retched a 
man with hie own perverse obsession, waiting to be spir-
itually and emotionally rapt by an experience that is aa 
terrifying as it 1s wonderful. Effy in his own mind has 
not attained any high degree ot clarity over what his 1n .... 
atinct or aens1b111ty yearns for, and he oan only cling 
with growing anxiety to an insubstantial dream. S1gn1t1-
oantly Murdoch demonstrates her affinity to the school ot 
• 
existentialism by reducing Etfy's inner unrest to his fail~ 
ure to participate in solid reality. The canker at the 
oore, in Murdoch's judgment, 1s that Effy tends to color 
his sensory world as well as his world of the spirit with 
his own emotions and expectations. The result 1s not only 
his distortion of reality but also his willful sealing off 
of his sole access to reality. The Effy-Hannah.relation-
ship represents the essential theme of the story--death~ 
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1n-11fe. FurthenaoN, !tty•, horror 11 an ep1pb&n1o 
41t1on: 
He felt a at1rr1ng 1n h1e hands, a de--
sire to whisk off the eheet and see 
V hcl t .L EL :, · b t~ r1 e 11 t f1 • f-, U t ; l r,~ El 1 l1 }·1 0 C 091 d 
n O t e p e l'!l fl}, G !le 1~ e .·~.: I' e ci t O ~Jee , r10 t 
e om e t e 11 r 1 b 1 e d. 1 H f 1 ~~ ! 11~ e {l f ll c e , bu t 
laid thereupon, like a l1ideoua mask, 
the likeness of h1a own features (27J). 
Ria autonomous and explicable nature becomes a grotesque 
projection only a result of hie perTers1on of love. rtfy, 
eventually, not only learns about his own nature, but also 
realizes to his despair that he haa lost his human identity 
1n his failure to exercise its essential ingredient-his 
capacity for emotional involvement for another. Both tech~ 
nically and philosophically, Murdoch interested herself 1n 
the transcendental guest which disregards the value of per-
/ 
aonal love between two human beings. In her fiction, how-
ever, it is expressed in Gothic terms and rendered almost 
in the form of a transcendental spell which possesses her 
protagonist, only to leave him irrepararably damaged as 
a h11man being. 
While it is true The Unicorn evokes the atmosphere 
of the Gothic novel, once one notes the aiml.l.arities, h·ow-
ever, one must recognize that Murdoch is far removed from 
111 
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lbe O-oth1c 1111oblner1 ot Walpole. Radolltte • Lew11, or 
Kat u r· 111. I_t1!! lJ_nl_f,Q!:fl con ta ln I a po ter1 t 1al or real 1•• a,n4 
1 t '"l rJ, r·o· t --~. ( :"'. ri r 1 ,, '. r r . 'r·, o, , ,: .·. . ·~ f , ; 1"'1 ,..,.~ t'.J" ~J ,,. r... ..,.... 0 • O·. u 1 "f-'·1'\,__.1 ... _A. .... / \.,' l.-·,. . -~- ., .. ,:,.; .,_.,l.,_,.:-l!Jra.£ ... "'", ~ •.,._)..it .-u he cannot under1tan4 
or control h&e become a oommo11.tJlace of ex1atent1al litera-J 
A• the d11cuaalon1 between Max a.nd ltt1ngham 1n .. 
d1cate, the justification for the Gothic elements in the 
novel 1a the concern w1.th in which individuals, 
to eat1efy some deep psychic need, endow other people 
with 1dent1t1ea and convert them 1nto unreal, ideal fig .. 
urea as Hannah becomes la pr1ncease lo1nta1ne (92) tor so 
many of the characters. La Princesae de Cleves (1678) is 
mentioned twice in the story (47, 127). The allusions to 
the novel, in part at least, are concerned with love's 
power to provoke the imagination. Because she is married, 
the Princease de Cleves resents the advances of an extrem-
ly attractive suitor, the Due de Nemours; even after her 
husband's death, she refuses the Duo, 1n part, because 
she holds herself responsible for her husband's death. 
While not as austere as her eighteenth-century counter-
part, Hannah, partly because of a feeling of guilt at maim-
ing her husband, also sequesters herself. As the Due de 
Nemours, denied admission to the Princesse' home, spends 
hours watching her from afar as she walks in the garden, 
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10 Pip LeJour, B&llna.h1 • loYtr, epen41 hour, w1 ,h b11 bin-
oculars tralned upon Gase. The Pr1noe11e al10 admit• th.at 
one for refue1n,i to marry the Dt1c vae that 
lhe could not bear to see his love "l ,;i"I 1'1 i]J, ,~ r, fl p d' ··. 'D P• I"'' r·1 n1 L'"' C.~ 0 n -
"' t_-' '-,.,_.J- l~ ~- I Ji I'+.-~ ~ " , ·, --~ l._,.,... '._; ~-" l_ ,. ,. 
tamlnated; ehe 1e thus like Hannah, wl1om Max rieacr1nes a.a 
being unable to •transform the idea of love into something 
manageable: it remained something destructive and tearful 
and sl1e simply a.voided it (271).• 
More important than what Hannah 1• 11 the role that 
ahe pl.aye tor the other oharaotera 1n the novel. She 1a 
the unicorn ot the title, •a legendary creature (101)• 
and *'1a.n image of Christ ( 101); tt according to Max, the oth-
er characters 1 oan I t help using her as a scapegoat •••• She 
1a our image or the s1gnit1cance of suffering (101).• Her 
importance is explained by Max by means of reference to 
Greek God Ate, the avenger of folly and wrong: Nit is 1n 
the good that Ate is finally quenched, when it encounters 
a pure being who only suffers and does not attempt to pass 
the suffering on (102~.w A clue to Hannah's personality 
resides in her name: the two parts of her surname sug-
gest both elegance and banality; her f1ret name is a palin-
drome:,:- 1mply1ng that she is locked within her own delimit-
ing moralityo This idea gains in force when one recalls 
the numerous mirrors in her room (SJ-54) and her total in-
II 
• 
-
' . 
~ ad.aptab111 ty to the worlcl beyond tb&t 
hnr .. voreh1p-Ja1lera haTe fabr1oate4. Her 
aelf-111llnolatlor, hati dn;Jriveict !wr of ftmct1on1ng both 
ore at 1 Ye 1 y a 11 ll w 1 t l1 r n g El r ct t o t t: ~ c re lt t t ·v 1 t )1 o f o t !"l e r 1. 
Man, as a progreeal Ye psyohlo entity, behaves unnaturally 
when he subscribes to a morality that ls 1tat1c; he needa 
tree encounters wit'1 others like him in order to diaoover 
his aelfhood. Marian Taylor Jud;·es correctly when, upon 
leaving Ga.se, she states that none or the Gaze group un-
derstood each other. 
An illustration of the aoapegoat motif 1a eY1noe4 
at the end of the novel, at least for Marian, When Denis 
a1aumee Hannah's function. Marian feels guilty about her 
role 1n the death of Hannah and she turns to Denis for 
counsel (276). Denis admits to murdering Hannah's hus-
band and a4da that he la the person 11 most guilty (279)• 
ot Hannah's au1a1de. Marian senses, when he leaves, that 
he 1s 11 beoom1ng Hannah (279) • taking the guilt away with 
him and possibly freeing Marian trom her guilt, 
The accentuation of scapegoats and guilt explains 
. ~ ~ . 
several allusions in the novel. Jocelyn Brooke 0s The 
Scapegoat describes a young boy, who is the victim of an 
unacknowledged homosexuality by his uncle. The relation-
ship between the two is somewhat similar to that between 
Gerald Scottow and Jamesie Evercreech. Both boys, for 
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•x,ample, artt 1tron~ly a ffeoted by •••ere beat1nga ad.-
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gets lo1t 1n the wooda. The ne1ghbor1ng otreama pro,duoe 
d1aast:rous flood a ( 17) and the o'baoene ena.pehota Jamea1e 
has of Scotto1, (1J7) are equlvale11t to Duncan'a of h1a 
hero, Lord Jira. 
Another aouroe perta1n1n.g to gull t auggeaia .A.eachy .. 
lua•a The Oreate1a. Max, for instance, chants a lengthy 
paasc:1r;e from A1~amemnon (84), and Gerald is pictured aa 
the wcanter from wt11ch the furies came (160). N When 
ltt'ingham leaves the dlsouealon about Hannah's property, 
he feels that he is being driven out 1n the course or 
•some ruthless rite of purifications (272); M he not1oea 
Marian and Denis sitting on the floor and looking 11 un-
necessary, absurd, like some sculptured group in an auo~ 
tion sale (272).M 
The novel contains its own refutation of the cyole 
ot power and suffering at Gaze. The passage Max quotes 
trom Aeschylus underscores the belief that suffering and 
knowledge are naturally interrelated: 
'. f t""-.· :. •! 
Zeus, who leads men into the ways ot 
understanding, has established the rule 
that ve must learn by suffaringo As 
sad care~ with memories of pain, comes 
dropping upon the heart in sleep, so 
even against our will does wisdom come 
upon us (84). 
··, .. ·.:. 
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At Oaie, howeYer, the •ufter-lng fa111 to g1Te b1rth to 
.a.n ... r \r .1 '"' · I y .... lJ..tc 
"' 
or t1sabl~ knnwled~e. Pip LeJour and Den1a Nolan 
bot h b o .11 e v e t tl.B. t I-Ian n a }1 1 a ob a c 11 r tJ v 1 ~t 11 w 111 
huaband' a death. The power and euffer1n~ L' cs·.· ·1 o r' r; t r,, ·; n t r "; l) l ,., ~ t . .ib V '-- .-4. U 
Gaze Caatle 1n.augurate Soot tow 1n Peter's place when he 
decilJes riot to return from New York to Scarren. Although 
the reader 1 s never !Jr' iv ile1?ed to ove:rhear t!1e 1nterv18VI 
between Hannah and Scottow, Marian's thoughts convey· tl1e 
idea of h1a newly-established role: 1 they would stay 
the1,e till Peter Crean-Smith would whip them into the 
stables and change them into swine (208)." After P1p 1 e 
cleteat in trying to protect Hannah from her husband, Mar-
ian reveals the tatal1st1o situation: 
Pip had gone, he would wait and watch 
no longer. Effingham had deserted to the world of ordinary life and reason. She and Denis were ruined servants. The human world was at an end (239). 
When Gerald announces that Peter is not coming, he 
appears revitalized by the transfer of power: "He looked 
larger, browner, healthier than ever before. His big well-
shaven tace glowed, ruddy with power (22J). • The legend 
, or the sleeping beauty leads to a grim and grotesque de-
nouement. As soon as Hannah's resentment provokes into 
retribution, she murders Gerald, who was her spiritual. 
mentor in suffering. 
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8oo1al r1lat1on1btp1 1,a 1h11 11lt--eleo1ed l101a,1oa 
• r • n A ,,.,. .r:.: r n r """~ p 1 
. . .. . . U ,. ' V , · ~ .i · J .L LU ·,11. ·"- • In fact, 11fe at Oaie 1n 10 rlaoa1d 
I'r) ta 1 nern o~ ure de!nnneleos aga1n1t 
T1olenoe and 1njuat1oe. 
1nTere1one 1n a1elgnment1: Jaaeate 11 employed aa the 
-~ ohEiuffeur, yet Denis or Gerald do all the driving. Violet 
1s hired as the ho~sekeeper, but most or thP household 
duties are performed by non~Engl1eh-apeak1n~ Negro maids. 
Denie 1a the olerk and bookkeep•r; nevertheless, he spends 
moat of his time, llke Lawrence's Mellors, auper1ntend1ng 
the wild life. Marian ls hired aa governess, however, 
there are no children to tutor-only Hannah Crean-Smith 
and her quandary to Gaze upon. 
Effingham•a being trapped in the beg 1s the boot•• 
symbolic centrality. The portent of death awakens him to 
his own insignificance. Freedom demands his reversing the 
existential practice or exalting the alienated self. As 
Effy apprehends his death, the enveloping bog trembles 
with force: •The thick toffee-like mud was creeping up 
the length of his thigh, and he could feel the cold gluey 
stuff gripping the lower part of his back (175)." At this 
point Murdoch presents Effy in a carefully contained irony. 
Nature is given a new power by becoming man's equalo As 
. in lhe Shivering Sands of The Moonstone, Murdoch 8 s bog be-
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ooae1 h11 1uper1or: 1t 11 a terr1t71ng toro• 1.n aot1on 
to proYe that death 11 the t.a01C, 
OOYert farer, 1n flct1r)I~ t:u1t lif)e 1n wr11t for all men. 
Here realiatically 1r1prlaoned the ino1fferable Effingham 
damns himself with every utterance: 
Since he vaa mortal he was nothing, and 
eince he was nothing at all that was not 
himself was f 1lled to the brim with being 
•••. ~!e 1 o ok e d t1n d :r..11 ew. " • t l1rt t rr l t }1 t :1e 
death of self the world becomes quite au-
tomatic.ally the object of a perfect love (176). 
This episode dramatizes the way to treedom 1a not by 
oonquerinE~ and owning, but by entering sympathetically in-
to lite. Hia vision of the world's fullness soon disap-
pears; although his experience in the bog prepares him for 
a compassionate awareness of others, he leaves Gaze and 
Rider more isolated than he was before his visit. To With-
draw from reality is one thing; to seek to understand it 
tram a higher vantage point 1s another. When one tried to 
transcend the discordant elements ot experience in earlier 
works, he was trying to comprehend and understand not es-
cape. Surely there is no obJeotion to pain or suf'tering 
but one's suffering should have meaning. 
The basic element lacking in the kind of novel that 
The Unicorn represents is redemption. Always one finds 
in these horrors that there is no hope because the char-
11.8 
aoters tn the boot are already daane4 and 1n toraen,. 
Ult11w1tnly, 1f one must ve1gh j'h~ Unicorn eer1oualy, he 
1a fo1,ced to C ·J n ,,.~ 1 1 i , c1t ( . · •. , >-. .• . '· •. 
hope 1n thle world or 1n tr1e T'\ £1 T t 
.. '\.:; ~.... . A r_; +· •··n ( L .• L novel ends 
lt!1ngha.m refleota about h1a t1tay at Gaze: 
It had been a fantasy or the spiritual 
life, a story, a tragedy only the spir-
1 tual life hE1s no story anci ls not trag1o ( 28 5). 
At the outset of my thesis, my concern was not only 
to analyze the character1stlos and development of the orig-
inal Gothic novels but also to define the eaaenoe of that 
Gothic which is significant to Walpole, Radcliffe, Lewie, 
Katu.rln, Collins, LeFanu, James, and Murdoch. Each had 
his own distinctive oharacter1st1ce and purposes. In the 
novels of the 1764-1820 period the emphasis from terror to 
,. ( t horror is probably the most imp or tan t factor 1n the evolu-
tion ot the Gothic novel. There was an expressed shift in 
tone and subject as one moves from the titillations ot 
Radcliffe to the revulsions of Lewis and Maturin in their 
singular preoccupation with the occult and the perverse. 
Inducing a powerful emotional response in the reader was 
the initial object ot these novelists. In the nineteenth 
century Collins aroused his readers to profound fear < · 
through the prolongation of suspenseful situationso Le-
I 
I Fanu sanctioned the lessening of external circumstances ( 
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1n f••or 1n lnorea11ng the lntere1t 1n the h14den re--
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oeptlon or the Goti11c v11la1n-hero 1r1 tr1,. r·o.Lr1 c)'!' the 
demonlc lover emerges. Re 1a, 1n easer1ce, a transcendent .. 
allst w:10, instead of being committed to the pleaeurea 
or the f 1 e a ~ii , 112'.t s -o e corn e ;1 d d i ct e cl t o t t1 e gr a t 1 f 1 c rl t 1 on• 
that 11e in the realm of the apirit. For Jarnf~t; tl:e r1ew 
hero-villain 1s as ruthless 1n hie idealism aa Manfred 
and Ambrosio are ruthless 1n their erotic excesses eTeD 
though James 1 s treatment of this figure is eesentially 
d1!ferent. The typical Jameaian protagonist is t1.ed to 
a plateau of reality that 1s recognizable and credible 
in its extrinsic features. Incapable of normal human 
empathy, many of his protagonists make contact only ¥1'11 
what satisfies their similar psychic obsessions. 
Murdoch brings new life to the Gothic novel asso-
ciated with the Victorian novelists by saturating it with 
a multiplicity of points of view and by contructing nar-
rative elements around specific situations. She believes 
that man is an unresolved entity who requires direct con-
frontations with others like himself if he hopes to as-
certain the soundness and serviceability of his moral 
principles. 
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h11 r·eadere w1 th !orbldder1 v1oler1oe, the current vr1 t-
ers adci 1naan1 ty, blasphemy and eed1 t ion. Thus, one 
ever1 sees a lirJ·: 1Jetween the Southerr1 Gothic with !ta 
as Nabakov'a Lolita; both are negative and both are 
known to be compassionate and profound because of their 
passion-charged trappings and confusion. The metaphy-
sical and moral problr1g of wr1 ters has helped produce 
a different kind of novel from the original Gothics. 
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